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PART I: INTRODUCTION
[A.] ILL-TREATMENT OF RESIDENTS

1.1. This closing statement is made on behalf of bereaved, survivors and residents ('BSR')
represented by Bhatt Murphy solicitors. Its focus is how violations of residents' rights by
the TMO and RBKC both contributed to the cause of the fire and account for the
overwhelming numbers of the dead, who were either vulnerable themselves, or those who
stayed behind to care for them. While the Inquiry will want to recommend concrete steps
to prevent future fatalities it remains essential to understand the aspect of the disaster that
was caused by ill-treatment, whether deliberate, reckless or negligent, and why that illtreatment became so normalised in the exercise of public power.
[B.] OVERVIEW

1.2. The submissions below consider a human-rights based approach to the disaster by
reference to an administrative and legal framework that should have served to protect
human life, dignity and security, but did not [PART II]. Instead, what occurred was the
breach of duties relating to consultation, fire safety and non-discrimination [PART III] and
an abdication of governance [PART IV], all of which was part of a broader landscape of
disempowerment, dismissal and disinterest in resident rights before the Grenfell Tower
fire that caused those in social housing to become marginalised and indifference to their
fate to become the norm.
PART II: THE RIGHT TO LIFE, DIGNITY AND SECURITY
(A. J HUMAN RIGHTS DISASTER

2.1. Alongside the negligence and discrete wrongdoing, the Grenfell Tower fire was a human
rights disaster. It took place in publicly owned property with a management organisation
exercising public functions as the agent of the local government landlord. That situation
involved the state both exercising power over the rights of residents and being under a
positive obligation to promote their rights. The Inquiry modules have looked at various
laws and regulations, but have not yet considered them as part of an integrated whole in
which the protection and dignity of human life is the ultimate aim. An integrated rights
based approach was missing from the conduct of the TMO and RBKC before the fire. The
promotion of such a framework to secure future protection of those who live in social
housing should be a major legacy of the disaster.
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[B.] INTEGRATED HUMAN RIGHTS FRAMEWORK

2.2. THREE SGURCES OF RIGHTS: There are three types of law that ought to have protected
resident rights before the fire. They are fundamental rights, health and safety, and equal
treatment. Due to their different statutory and practice origins these bodies of law are often
considered separately, but they should be understood as part of an overall value system
designed to protect human life, dignity and security.
2.3. FlJNDAMENTAL RIGHTS: The principal source of rights in the UK is now the Human Rights
Act 1998 ('HRA'). That statute adopted the rights contained in the European Convention
of Human Rights directly into domestic law, but those rights themselves reflect a postSecond World War global consensus, which the UK played an instrumental role in
forming. For present purposes the rights include: the right to life (Art. 2 ECHR), the right
to privacy and respect for a person's home (Art. 8), and the right to receive information,
especially when pertinent to life and security (Arts 2, 8 and 10). The state not only has a
duty to refrain from violating these rights, but it has a positive obligation to secure and
safeguard them. It also must not - absent proportionate justification - discriminate in
securing enjoyment of fundamental rights on grounds of protected status, for instance race,
language or disability, but also any other statuses or situations (Art. 14). Respect for the
inherent dignity of individuals is the essential and binding value that underpins all these
rights; and which is relevant to all that follows below.
2.4. HEALTH AND SAFETY: Most of the statutes and regulations that the Inquiry has looked at
to date fall under the promotion of health and safety. That includes the Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974 ('HSWA), the Building Regulations 2010 ('BR'), the Construction
(Design Management) Regulations 2007/2015 ('CDM') and the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005 ('RRO'). The laws set standards of adequate safety and risk
management that must be met. They do not prescribe specific performance, but functional
goals. Their essential feature is that safety must be viewed holistically and with an
understanding that a 'safe system' is one that combines technical competency with
awareness of individual and organisational propensity to error. While focussed on safety
an underlying aim of all these regulations is the promotion of human security. Without
confidence in the safety of an environment those who live or work in it cannot feel secure.
These laws have their origins variously in labour law, urban planning, fire safety and local
government, but they are absolutely about human rights. Inadequate regulation of
construction and fire safety endangers life, deprives residents and users of buildings of the
3
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ability to keep themselves safe, and undermines equal enjoyment of human security for
persons with disabilities.
2.5. EQUAL TREATMENT: Discrimination arises either from treating people with protected
characteristics differently to others, or (and importantly) in treating them the same where
their status-related needs require different treatment to ensure equal enjoyment of rights.
Equality law in this country extends to taking steps to eliminate discrimination and
overcome inequality of opportunity - be it on grounds of race, sex or disability - which
history (and previous public inquiries) have taught will be maintained and perpetuated
absent conscious attention and effort. The legal machinery includes the Public Sector
Equality Duty ('PSED') in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, which applied to social
housing. But it is elementary that this statutory duty cannot be discharged without
understanding the profile of the resident population and consideration of the extent to
which core features of how a building is managed would promote, or undermine, their
equal treatment. While there may then be room for reasonable societal disagreement about
whether and how far to further socio-equality, the same is not true in respect of equal
enjoyment of the basic framework of health and safety law, which is essential to the
protection of human life, and which is non-negotiable.
[C.] APPLICATION TO GRENFELL

2.6. ABSENCE OF A RIGHTS BASED CULTURE: From a human rights perspective, the BSR were
not without some legal protection before the fire. Their rights were violated because
compliance with those protections was not part of the culture of the organisations that held
power over them. That left the BSR reliant on the competency of contractors whom they
did not appoint, oversee or control, which the TMO did not sufficiently manage and which
RBKC remained deliberately aloof from questioning provided the budget, timing and
reputation of the project were secure. Before the fire rigorous resident consultation was
unlawfully denied. Core features that might have enabled rights enforcement were covered
up. The campaign to investigate the conduct of the refurbishment resulted in a cursory
review that was neither independent nor impartial. There was next to no engagement with
the vulnerable residents of the building to examine the needs for their safe evacuation.
2.7. No ENFORCEMENT PATHWAY: What residents lacked was an effective rights enforcement
pathway that chartered their rights, detailed the duties of management and government in
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protecting them, mandated candour and cooperation in identifying evidence of arguable
breach and provided effective independent support and legal processes to remedy errors.

PART III: MISMANAGEMENT
[A.] LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

3.1. HOUSING ACT 1985: The delegated function of the TMO under the so-called 'Right to
Manage' legislation should not be allowed to distort the extent to which the residents at
Grenfell Tower were the subjects of public power. The source of the power was the
Modular Management Agreement for Tenant Management Organisations ('MMA') that
was made between RBKC and the TMO in 2006 and previously in 1996 under section
27(1) of the Housing Act 1985 (as amended). 1 The TMO discharged RBKC's powers
under the 1985 Act most notably "general, management and control" over its properties
(s. 21(1)), in a role described in the MMA "as the agent of the RBKC''. 2 Section 27(13)
provides that the local authority is liable for any act or omission of a manager in the
exercise of the management functions under an MMA, subject (a) to the extent that a
management agreement provides otherwise as between the parties to it; and (b) for the
purposes of any criminal proceedings brought in respect of anything done or not done by
the manager (s. 27(15)). RBKC could therefore delegate management functions, but the
terms of the MMA accepted that it retained statutory, contractual and common law
obligations to its tenants and leaseholders. 3 As the agent of the RBKC, the TMO may have
been a private limited company required to indemnify the local authority under the terms
of the MMA, 4 but the arrangement under the Housing Act 1985 concerned the discharge
ofRBKC's public functions.
3.2. HUMAN RIGHTS DUTIES: Inquiries are not tribunals that detennine civil or criminal
liability, but it is essential that this process considers the extent to which the arrangements
between RBKC and the TMO made compliance with the above human rights framework
practical and effective, including by enabling public scrutiny and legal remedy.
(1) With regard to matters engaging fundamental rights, the TMO was the management
arm of a public authority under the HRA 1998. RBKC is a 'core' public authority and the
HRA automatically applied to it. The modem mixed economy tendency to outsource and

1

Regulatory Reform (Housing Management Agreements) Order 2003, Art 2
Volume 1, Chapter 1, §2.2 {RBK00019006/l l}
3
Volume 1, Chapter 1, §4.2 {RBK00019006/12}
4
Volume 1, Chapter 1, §8.1 {RBK00019006/14}
2
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hybridise the discharge of public functions should not be allowed to undermine the aim of
the HRA to promote the observance of human rights values. Therefore, when the TMO
was exercising a function of 'a public nature' over publicly owned property, its private
status did not exclude it from a duty to act in compliance with section 6 of the HRA (s.
6(3)(b) and s. 6(5)). 5 The concept of 'public function' in the HRA must be read generously
to realise the aims of the Act. 6 In any event RBKC was bound to ensure that its manager
acted in compliance with human rights.
(2) With regard to health and safety, the TMO was subject to HSWA 1974 ss. 1-7 that
required it to protect not only employees in its workplaces from unreasonable risks, but
those of the public (especially its residents) at risk from its works. With RBKC it was the
joint 'Responsible Person' under Art. 3(b) of the RRO 2005, as well as the agent for RBKC
with regard to Housing Act 2004 (and compliance with the Housing Health and Safety
Rating System). lt was the 'client' (and representative of RBKC) for the refurbishment
project for the purpose of CDM Regulations (2007 reg. 2 /2015 reg. 2). These laws and
their attendant guidance fom1 part of the state's general duty "to establish a framework of
laws, precautions, procedures and means of enforcement which will, to the greatest extent
reasonably practicable, protect life".7

(3) With regard to equal treatment, the TMO as RBKC's manager when discharging
public functions (under the same principles applicable to the HRA 8) was required to
discharge the PSED contained ins. 149 of the Equality Act 2010 in having due regard to
the need to "remove or minimise disadvantages suffered" by persons with protected
characteristics in council owned buildings. 9 Despite contracting under the MMA for the
TMO to ensure equality of opportunity, including as a 'tenant led organisation' and service
provider to tenants, 10 RBKC was under a non-delegable and continuing duty to ensure

5

On the principles applying to hybrid authorities, see R (Weaver) v London and Quadrant Housing Trust
(Equality and Human Rights Commission intervening) ([2009] EWCA Civ 587) [2010] 1 WLR 363 §§35-41
and 66-78)
6
As/on Cantlow and lf"ilmcole with Billeslev Parochial Church Council v FVallbank ([2003] UKHL 37) [2004]
1 AC 546 §§9-12 with review of the issues extensively in Y._L_yJifr_m_i_11glyJm___Qry__('Q_1_m_ctU5frrf£WYP[Stq{f.Jip:
(;Q11stil11tiQ11aL!{{[r1ir_si11tqye11ing) ([2007] UKHL 27 ) [2008] 1 AC 95
7
Oneryildiz v Turkev (2005) 41EHRR20 §89; R (Middleton) v HM Coroner (Or the Western Disrrict of Somerset
([2004] UKHL 10) [2004] 2 AC 182 §2, Sav_(lge_yE_,~se:tP.wtne_tslzip_N_I.1SEQY.r!dc11iQ11]'r11.§t([2008]UKHL 74)
[2009] 1 AC 681 §19; Afitchell v Glasgow City Council (120091UKHL11) [2009] 1 AC 874 §66 and Van Colle
v_('hief'.('()llsta_Q_leoff-_ferij_Q.r_rl_sfiir_e_ [2008] ([2009] UKHL 50) [2009] l AC 225 §31
8
Equality Act 2010, s. 150(5)
9
See, generally, the so-called 'Bracking Principles' ([2013] EWCA Civ 1345 §26)
10
Volume 1, Chapter 1, § 10 {RBKOOOl 9006/16-17}, Volume 2, Schedule 2, Chapter 1 {RBKOOOl 9006/138142, 146-148}
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compliance with the PSED, which in this context required proper supervision of the
TMO's capacity and competency to carry out the Equality Act functions. 11

Matters

especially requiring proactive and mainstreamed equal treatment consideration at Grenfell
Tower were equal protection with regard to consultation on the refurbishment and its
health and safety implications (including fire safety, emergency planning and means of
escape).
[B.] RESIDENT RIGHTS IN RELATION TO MAJOR WORKS
CONSULTATION RIGHTS UNDER THE 1tfMA

3.3. STATUTORY DUTY: Section 105 of the Housing Act 1985 requires the "consultation on

matters of housing management" via "arrangements" that the local authority considers
appropriate, which will enable secure tenants who will be "substantially affected' by,
amongst other things, "a new programme of maintenance, improvement or demolition", to
be informed of proposals and make their views known, with a duty to consider their
representations (s. 105(l)(a)-(b), 2(a), 3(a)). The details of such arrangements should be
published (s. 105(5)). 12
3. 4. ARRANGEMENTS UNDER THE MMA: Volume 2, Chapter 2, Schedule 3 of the 2006 MMA
concerned the 'Procedures and Pe1:formance Standards for entering into and supervising

Major Works' that were to be adhered to subject to being adapted to suit the nature and
complexity of the project.".

13

The Schedule required the Neighbourhood Manager or

Project Manager "to decide whether to establish a Client Review Group or steering group

for the project to be chaired by a representative of the Residents Association" with "the
role ... to act as clientfor the project, review progress in implementing the scheme and
focus on those issues which directly concern residents. " 14 If it was decided not to establish
a Client Review Group, then "the Residents Association was required to be asked to

nominate a representative to join the Project Team". The Residents Association was to
participate in the appointment of contractors. 15 To "ensure that tenants' concerns are

addressed" the Residents Association representative "could either attend the site meetings
or a meeting could be held with the Residents Association prior to the site meeting" with

11

R OJrmvn) v Secretmy o[State [or Work and Pensions (EHRC intervening) ([2008] EWHC 3158

(Admin))[2009] PTSR 1506 §94
12

Bokrosova v London Borough o(Lambeth ([2015] EWHC 3386 (Admin)) [2016] PTSR 355 §§66-68

13

{RBK00019006i5 {index)} 'Principles ofManagement for Major Works Schemes' {RBK00019006/163}
Under the heading 'Client Review Group' {RBK00019006/165 §2.1}
Under the heading 'Appointment of Consultants' {RBK00019006/167 §5.2}

14
15

7
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''feedback" to be "provided to the residents after the site meeting where necessary". 16
Potential savings in the contract were to be discussed with the Residents Association

"before any savings were implemented". 17 The refurbishment either after completion, or
sectional completion, was to be subject to a review that asked residents for their views on
the works and collected black and minority ethnic data in the course of the survey. 18
3.5. NON-COMPLIANCE:

In the lifetime of the refurbishment, including following its

completion that could have been subject to a genuine independent review, the TMO failed
to comply with their formal consultation and participation duties under Schedule 3. At no
time did the TMO acknowledge the Schedule arrangements, or draw residents' attention
to their detail. None of the TMO or RBKC individual witness statements prepared for the
Inquiry volunteered evidence about Schedule 3. 19 Robert Black was the only TMO witness
in evidence who acknowledged a general awareness of the requirements contained in the
Schedule, but denied knowledge of their detail. 20 Peter Maddison and Claire Williams
managed the major works project to which Schedule 3 applied, but they clearly did not
know anything about it. 21 Judith Blakeman, as Board member, was not aware of the
Schedule. 22 The TMO Board Review Group's March 2016 report to the TMO Board,
praised the refurbishment consultation as "very comprehensive", without ever
considering the oversight of the Schedule arrangements or the implications of that denial
for the integrity of the works. 23 Also no interaction with residents, either during or after
the refurbishment, was ever informed by the collection of black and ethnic minority data.
To that failure of due regard could be added other characteristics subject to the PSED,
including disability. Knowledge of the profile of the building would have assisted the
TMO (and RBKC) to analyse the risk that an individualised complaints system and one-

16

Under the heading 'Site Meetings' {RBK00019006/175 §15.3} that were held on a "regular" basis "(usually
monthly) with the Contractor to discuss progress and contract issues." {RBKOOO 19006/17 4 § 15 .1}
17
Undertheheading 'Variations' {RBK00019006/175-176 §18.1}
18
Under the heading 'Post-Project Review' {RBK00019006/177 §22.1}
19
Neither the TMO nor RBKC in their Inquiry Position Statements or Opening Submissions for any Modules
have ever acknowledged the obvious non-compliance with this aspect of the MMA, nor have they ever reflected
on the implications that residents could have reviewed, participated and accessed information at every stage of
the project. Only David Gibson mentioned Sch. 3 confirming he was not aware of it in response to a R. 9 request
{TM000894406/5 §15-16}
20
Black {Tl51/142/2 -146/16} (who had only considered extracts of the MMA)
21
Maddison {T57/35/9 - 40/15}. Williams' references to the defunct Lancaster West Association in favour of
initiatives by GAG {IWSOOOOO 169/102-103} and then Grenfell Unite {IWS00002262/2} to be formally
recognised as Resident Association never acknowledged the rights that would be afforded to a formally constituted
body enjoyed under the Schedule
22
Blakeman {Tl34/115/23 -119/13}{Tl34/120/7-10}
23
{RBK00002419/6 §3.2}
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to-one consultation with no collective voice could discriminate against residents due to
race, disability and other vulnerable characteristics, or situations.
3.6. COUNCIL FAILURE: There is no evidence that RBKC deliberately sought with stated
reasons to advise the TMO to depart from the scheduled consultation scheme and/or that
the TMO expressed a studied decision to do so. Rather, almost no thought was given to
the subject. The Schedule 3 scheme had its roots in the text of the 1996 MMA. 24 Celia
Caliskan of RBKC states she relied upon a central government template for the MMA
(without exhibiting the same) but whatever its source, the Council took a deliberate
decision to include the Schedule 3 arrangements. 25 When GTLA complained in July 2012
that the TMO had not consulted them on the appointment of Studio E, 26 Amanda Johnson
(based on discussion with Celia Caliskan) advised that the MMA did not cover the
refurbishment project "sufficiently",

27

although according to Mark Anderson at the TMO

who at the time was leading on resident consultation, that issue was never raised with
them. 28 During TMO-RBKC discussion about "managing Eddie Daffarn and resident

liaison" on 23 July 2014, Laura Johnson's notebook indicates that she asked Amanda
Johnson (in a "l to 1 A.F') to "look at MMAfor level of monitoring required" in "Major

capital projects". 29 She could not recall the outcome of the checks, but accepted there must
have been some further discussion concerning the MMA and resident consultation. 30
Amanda Johnson initially claimed in evidence to the Inquiry that there were no dedicated
consultation arrangements in the MMA, only to accept that they existed but were not
RBKC monitored. 31 She could not recall the "l to 1 A.F' task to review the specific issue
under the MMA, or questioning the TMO about compliance with the Schedule 3
consultation features. 32 The RBKC Housing and Property Scrutiny Committee ('HPSC')

24

An earlier version of the consultation arrangements, including features that were written into Sch. 3 ofMMA
2006, were dealt with on the sections on major works in the original MMA 1996, Ch. 2 Clauses 4.1, 4.3 and
6.1.1{RBKOOOl8516/38-39} and Annex 4 that required 'local resident association representatives' to be part of
the Project Team {RBK00018516/57-58}
25
Caliskan {RBK00035166/3 §11, 13}. Office for Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) Guidance (July 2005) Ch. 2
Clause 6.6 {RBK00029999/32} refers to a template Schedule 3 that does not make any reference to consulting
with residents at all (http://www.nftmo.co.uk/numo img/library/MMA Guidance on Schedules.pdf pp.14-15)
[Not on Relativity]
26
{RBK00045643/6}
27
{RBK00045643/1}
28
Anderson {T52/24/15 - 25/18}
29
{RBK00059574 T/126} Johnson {Tl30/61/1 - 62/20}
30
Johnson {T 130/62/21 - 64/4} and otherwise relied on Amanda Johnson and Celia Caliskan to generally monitor
TMO compliance with the MMA {Tl28/203/12 -204/15}
31
Amanda Johnson {Tl30/164/12-23} {Tl3 l/2/13 - 6/20}
32
Amanda Johnson {Tl 31/9/11 - 10/23}
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was not referred to the Schedule after the Grenfell Compact Petition in November 2015,
nor did the Cabinet Member for Housing, Property and Regeneration know of any of its
detail. 33
3. 7. BREACH OF POLICY: RBKC officers therefore failed to monitor or enforce the Schedule 3
scheme and in doing so breached the local authority's public law duty to deliver its chosen
consultation arrangements pursuant to section 105 of the Housing Act. Coffee mornings
and newsletters were no substitute for those arrangements; and even were it intended that
they should be, RBKC never directed a departure from the specifics of the Schedule in a
manner that was reasoned and made public. Neither did the TMO, as the agent, address its
mind to the issue. By not formally addressing the Schedule it was unfair and an abuse of
power to jettison the established policy position as to what level of consultation would be
required on major works; especially when consultation and collective representation
during the GTRP was so heavily contested. Had these matters been exposed at the time
they would not have withstood judicial review. 34
INSUFFICIENT MANAGEMENTARRANGEMENTS UNDER THE CDA

3.8. CLIENT OBLIGATIONS: The CDM Regulations placed a duty on the TMO as the nonspecialist client to make "suitable arrangements" for the management of the project (2007
reg. 9 and 2015 reg. 4). CDM Approved Code of Practice (2007) [L144] (para. 49)
provides that "Clients are required to take reasonable steps to ensure that suitable

management arrangements are in place throughout the life of the project so that the work
can be carried out safely and without risk to health."

35

The Approved Code draws

distinctions as to matters that fall within and without the client's competency as regards
the suitability of its management arrangements (e.g. paras 50 and 83). However, there is
an overriding non-expert aspect to the client's role that throughout "it can have the biggest

influence on the way in which the project is run" (para. 24). 36 The Guidance for CDM 2015
attributes this "major" dynamic of client "influence" as being particularly relevant to the
conduct of the procurement and its consequential effect (para. 28). 37

33

Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/109/6-l14il l} ("never read:' the MMA and was unaware of Schedule 3)
/3_Qk_r_o_so_1!(11 1 f,o_rzd_rml3_Qr_o_1lg}zoj>f,a_n_ib_eth, fit 12 §§71- 77 and 83-87 (even if RBKC/TMO could lawfully
choose to depart from the terms of Sch. 3 they needed to apply their minds to the issue, which they never did)
35
{INQ00013936/l 7}
36
{INQ00013936/l 3}
37
{INQ00013936/l 3}
34
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3.9. NON-COMPLIANCE: Without wanting to rehearse closing submissions from Module 1, there
is an aspect of the TMO's non-technical management of its refurbishment arrangements
that needs emphasis from the point of view ofresident rights. It concerns the deeply flawed
procurement process and its impact in relation to both the design team and the main
contractor. 38 A client management arrangement founded on a breach of the procurement
rules should always be questionable in terms of its "suitability" for the purpose of CDM
compliance. From the outset it compromised the relationship between the client and the
contactors. In the case of Studio E, it led to the appointment of a practice whose architects
were unsuitable for the job, whom RBKC put pressure on the TMO to appoint despite
Laura Johnson being aware they had not submitted to a competitive procurement process
for the Grenfell Tower project. 39 In the case of Rydon, senior TMO personnel had an
undisclosed relationship with the main contractor that was invisible to the residents, which
involved budget reductions on a key aspect of the design that were not transparent. During
the life of the project when the residents queried the appointment of the architect or
criticised both the quality and the conduct of Rydon's works, the lack of integrity to the
initial procurement vitiated the independence and impartiality of the TMO (as the Client)
oversight. 40 The nature of the beginnings improperly aligned the management organisation
with its contractors rather than with its residents.
3.10. DENIAL OF RESIDENT-VOICE: Moreover, it was not a 'suitable' management arrangement
for residents to be excluded from their intended role in the project pursuant to the terms of
the MMA Schedule 3. The Council had included in its requisite 'standards for entering
into and supervising major works' a set of procedures and principles relating to resident
participation in the Project Team, appointment of consultants, site meetings and contract
variation. In a complex construction project in which the TMO client was an agent of a
public authority landlord and the residents were otherwise not directly in the equation,
compliance with Schedule 3 would have functioned to set a tone and quality to the nature
of the customer's influence over the contractors. The managerial consequences oflimiting
the nature of resident involvement was to relegate them to third party subjects of the
contractors' work, rather than to have a participatory role in their supervision.

38

See the summary of the evidence in Team 1 BSR Ml Closing Submissions {BSR00000073/2-6 §2}
Anderson {T52/60il 7-61/4} Johnson {Tl28/63il 9-6413} {Tl28/69/5-73/22}
40
E.g. {IWS00002084/4 }(GAG blog about the design team being 'gifted' the job)
39
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CONSEQUENCES FOR JlfANAGEMENT

3.11. BAD FAITH: The failure to consult with candour, whether with knowledge of the MMA or
with reckless oversight of its terms, was also not just a bi-product of organisational culture.
It was influenced by bad faith. That is because the arrangements to appoint contractors

were unlawful, and exposed the TMO - and by extension RBKC - to justifiable criticism.
The TMO's lack of candour to GAG and other critics was not because they sought to
legitimately avoid disclosure of commercially sensitive information, but because they
would be found out. This improper foundation to the key project management relationships
had an important, but hidden, consequence to prevent GAG and GTLA from discovering
three fundamental features of the refurbishment identified in the Module 1 evidence as
causative of the fire: ( 1) the lack of experience of the architects, (2) the replacement of Zinc
FR with Reynobond ACM for reasons of cost, and (3) the draft and qualified tem1s of the
Exova fire safety report, including the failure to action project meeting agreed steps to
properly engage the Fire Consultant. 41
3.12. LACK OF CANDOUR: Had the above three matters have been made plain to the residents in
a spirit of candour and cooperation they would have queried all of them in their current

state as unacceptable and forced far greater scrutiny of their justification. From what the
Inquiry knows of GAG, GTLA and the Compact it is not wishful thinking that their layperson responses would have been to question: (1) Have the architects done this before?
(2) What are the dangers, if any, from the substituted cheaper cladding materials? 42 (3)
Why have you not completed a fire safety strategy report, which in express terms tells us
is incomplete, and (4) what happened to the fire consultant you repeatedly said at project
meetings should be appointed? Indeed, such questions are blatantly obvious and coincide
with the criticisms that have been made of the TMO and others in the Module 1 Closing
submissions for not asking them. Once residents had asked, the TMO, under the weight of
resident scrutiny, would have had to answer and, in likelihood, could not have progressed
without consequently forcing contractors to give their answers.
3.13. CAUSATION: The breach of the MMA was not just context forthe fire. It was a set of missed
opportunities to bring about different outcomes. The failure to ask those four questions

41

Issue 1 {MAX00000757/81} (31 Oct 2012); Issue 2 {EXOOOOOl 758/8} (24 Oct 2013); Issue 3
{EXOOOOOl 106/8} (7 Nov 2013)
42
For Claire Williams ultimate acceptance that the substituted ACM was never consulted upon, see Williams
{Tl 21/88/21-94/12}
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allowed the TMO to be unshaken in its alignment with its contractors and not to progress
finalisation of the Exova report. RBKC, however guilty of its own lack of oversight,
avoided being forced into considering these issues, even if only to placate public pressure.
Whatever the cause and fate of Claire Williams' "Lackna ll }Joment" in November 2014, 43
her sharing of the moment with Rydon, as well as resident representatives on the Project
Team would have required a more studied and formal treatment of the issue. Instead it
remained a momentary reflection, withheld from residents, and the evidence of Williams
and Gibson that they were given assurances by Rydon that the cladding system was safe
lacks credibility. 44 Thereafter there was never a post-work satisfaction survey as mandated
by the Schedule and which Robert Black claimed the TMO were "working towards" .45 Had
it occurred, including with sufficient regard for race and disability related data, there was
a further opportunity to learn of potential risks to fire safety arising out of the works.
Overall, it is beyond doubt that the residents were excluded from disclosure of information
to enable scrutiny of primary causes of the fire that mattered to their fate. The fault was
wrong in itself; and of more than likely causative effect.
(c. J RESIDENTS' RIGHTS TO FIRE SAFETY
REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2005 ('RRO')

3.14. SCOPE: The RRO is designed to protect life by (A) taking positive steps to ensure the fire
safety of premises (Art. 8), with (B) assessments of risks including by reference to the risks
to the profile of any people that lawfully live, visit or work in them, particularly those
especially at risk (Art. 9), requiring (C) planning, organising, controlling and monitoring
general fire precautions (Art. 11 read with Art. 4 and Sch. 1 Pt. 3), which include (D) means
of escape and action to be taken in the event of fire (Art. 14), and (E) putting in place an
emergency plan to be followed in the event of serious and imminent danger (Art. 15). The
discharge of the duties under the RRO mandates ongoing suitable maintenance and good
repair to safeguard those in the building (Art. 17) and the employment of competent and
trained personnel with sufficient access to relevant information in order to do their job (Art.
18). Compliance is subject to inspection, notices, and enforcement proceedings to be

43

Williams Email 12.11.14 {ART00008974/1}: "/am jusr writing to get clarification on the fire rerardance of
the new cladding···· !just had a "Lac!azall" moment"
44
As for Williams, see {TM000863359/14}{TM000870856} and {T56/168i12-169/18}{T55/154i4-/156}. As
for Gibson, see {TM000000887/19} (none of this was raised in initial statements/documents, and Lawrence
denied it)
45
Black {Tl51/146il5}
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brought by the local fire authority (i.e. LFEPA at the time) (Arts 25-32), including
mandated consultation with regard to major refurbishment (Art. 45).
3.15. DISABILITY AND VULNERABILITY: The duty to protect all persons lawfully on the premises
- including by risk assessment and evacuation planning - cannot meaningfully be read as
excluding a duty to carry out profile related assessment and planning of those residents
effected by disability or other vulnerability (see PART III. D. §§3.34 below).
HEALTH AND SAFETY AS A HUMAN RIGHT

3.16.HUMAN LIFE AND SECURITY: The RRO forms part of the general duty to protect life and
security, especially in relation to recognised risk related areas, 46 through regulation,
training, assessment, planning, oversight and enforcement. Like other fonns of health and
safety law, it is easy for residents - as the 'relevant person' subject matter of the RRO - to
be treated only as subjects, without being afforded agency in monitoring or pressing
Responsible Persons and/or the Enforcement Authority to ensure compliance. From a
resident rights perspective, although the RRO can apply to all types of landlords and its
agents, both public and private, at Grenfell Tower it applied to, and by Article 22 mandated
coordination between, a public authority landlord and a managing agent exercising a public
function in relation to the common parts of a building. While residents could not bring
prosecutions under the RRO, or sue in tort for its breaches, they could bring judicial review
proceedings to enforce ECHR and common law rights.
3.17. INFORJ\1ATION RIGHTS: To hold the authorities to account, in either the political or legal
domain, residents needed the infonnation to do so. There is a general legal doctrine that
rights protections must be practical and effective and not theoretical and illusory. While
the doctrine applies to many aspects of the mismanagement of health and safety by RBKC
and the TMO, it has significant relevance to the extent to which information was
deliberately withheld from residents (e.g. that the smoke ventilation system was not
working), or otherwise not proactively made available to them (e.g. Janice Wray's stance
that the FRAs would have been supplied, if asked for, but with no rights based initiative to
educate residents about the FRA, and draw attentions to its findings and actions). From a
rights perspective, information rights are necessary to civil society's capacity to protect

46

Oneryildiz v Turkey (2004) 18 BHRC 145 §71, Kolvaden!w v Russia (2012) 33 BHRC 159 § 166
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itself against threats to life,47 built and natural environmental hazard, 48 and undue shielding
of power from the means to hold it publicly to account. 49
CULTURE OF NON-COMPLIANCE

3.18. STRATEGIC MINIMALISM: Neither the TMO nor RBKC approached their duties under the
RRO as if it was a resident rights statute, or part of an overall system to protect the right to
life. Rather they saw it as a regulatory burden to be managed. This strategic minimalism
involved doing the least possible while averting enforcement action. The nadir of the
outlook was the commercial decision in March 2017 to limit the defective self-closer
replacement programme to no less than 5 year cycles with no inspection arrangements. 50
Laura Johnson defended her decision before the Inquiry on the basis that she assumed it
would be challenged but pending that did nothing to establish its legal or safety
implications. 51 Her approach showed reckless indifference to the illegality of her decision.
On doors more widely, after the landlord and manger had been issued with enforcement
notices over the Adair Fire in 2015, and warned that their Risk Assessor was mishandling
the issue, Robert Black, who stood to be jointly liable with the CEO of RBKC under the
RRO, never challenged the adverse safety implications of Johnson's decision on medium
to long term door closer replacement either with her, or with the Cabinet. Rather he
encouraged her to galvanise Local Government politicians against what he characterised
(and she agreed) were the "unaccountable" and wrongly "non-negotiable" efforts of the
LFB over the issue. Black too, was recklessly indifferent to the illegality of the approach
which he knew was taken without challenging the LFB in court and without taking legal
advice. 52
3 .19. COMMERCIALISM: Approaching RRO compliance as a choice amongst a range of other
competing 'commercial' decisions was part of the pattern of the relationship between the
TMO and RBKC. The Cabinet was never asked to provide funds, because of self-denying
ordinances by management and council officers further down the chain. This was the case
with the door programme, when Robert Black never saw fit to document a health and safety
disagreement with the 5 year decision, or make a formal application to Cabinet, instead
47

Qrie_ry_ilrl_iz §90, KQ/ygcie_rik_Q §159, LC'l3_v_l!K (1996) 27 EHRR 212 §§36-41
Guerra v Italy (1998) 26 EHRR 357 §§58, 60, Hardy v UK [2012] ECHR 31965i07 §§ 184-185, 189-192
49
J"i,1ggy_grlfe_lsillMl3_iz_Q@{zgv[ly_rigc1ry (2020) 71 EHRR 2 §§ 156-170
50
TMO Executive Meeting 5 .10.16 {TM000843 86li2 §3}, Installation of Self-Closing Devices on Flat Entrance
Door - Discussion Paper 1.3.17 {TM000840770}, Email Johnson-Mathews 6.3.17 {RBK00046603il}
51
Johnson {Tl29/204/4-1 l }{Tl29/22 li20 - 227/8}
52
Email 25.1.17 {RBK00001038/1} Black {Tl51/20/23 - 22118} Johnson {Tl29/206/3 - 210/9}
48
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Laura Johnson acted as gatekeeper. 53 But it was equally the case with the TMO that the
Board was never asked to afford Janice Wray her own budget, staff or directorate, 54 still
less go to Cabinet to seek it. Wray acknowledged that she was constrained by budgets. 55
She never asked for more (in a TMO career spanning 21 years 56 ) because she knew that
nothing would come. 57 Barbara Matthews, as the supervising director, also never sought
expanded assistance for the Health and Safety ('H&S ')portfolio, even with its implications
for serious injury and death, when it was known Wray was struggling with her workload
and when resources became an obvious compliance impediment. 58 Robert Black led a
culture of making do; Wray worked to the budget as "it was her job "59 . In a time of
austerity there was no "magic pot". 60 And yet he never asked.

3.20. INSUFFICIENT COUNCIL ARRANGEMENTS: RBKC had no arrangements m place for
discharging any obligations under the RR0. 61 Laura Johnson's view (which she says was
widely held across the Council) was that the TMO alone was the Responsible Person under
the legislation. 62 Amanda Johnson accepted that RBKC had duties under the RRO but did
not study the legislation to understand the implications of an Enforcement Notice for the
Council. 63 There was no RBKC scrutiny by way of KPis of the TMO's performance on
H&S, fire safety or vulnerable residents; 64 such KPis, pursuant to Government Guidance 65
ought to have been in an Annex B to the MMA but was never created. 66 As a layer of
purported supervision over fire safety, Council officers, were inadequately experienced 67
and trained. 68 The staff were therefore reliant almost entirely on Janice Wray and were
unable to provide any independent challenge or verification to her assessments of the
TMO's health and safety and fire safety performance. 69 This reality contrasted with

53

Black {Tl50/210/25 - 215/6}
Wray {Tl40/45/19} Black {Tl50/14/18}
55
Wray {Tl 40/126/22-127 /5} {Tl 41/34/23} {Tl 41/121/20} {TMOl 0003604/3 §2.2}
56
Wray {TM000000890/1 §3}
57
Wray {Tl40/48/21} {Tl41/121/18-122/17} {Tl41/174/13-l 75/1}
58
Matthews {Tl48/136/5-16} {Tl48/137/22 - 140/4} {Tl47/128/7-l 7}
59
Black {Tl50/19/17}
60
Black {Tl 50/21/23}
61
Johnson {Tl29/57/21}
62
Johnson {Tl29/55/24} {Tl29/58/1}
63
Amanda Johnson {Tl31/21/21 - 22/5}
64
Johnson {Tl28/210/15 - 211/13}
65
ODPM Guidance July 2005 {RBK00029999/110}
66
Johnson {Tl 28/210/3 - 210/14}
67
Amanda Johnson {Tl30/129/19-22}
68
Johnson {Tl28/6/4-19}{T129/66/16-24}
69
Johnson {Tl30/12/14-23} Amanda Johnson {Tl30/208/3-8} {T130/210/3-21 l/4}
54
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Feilding-Mellen's "assumption" that Laura Johnson and RBKC's housing department were
providing reports based on scrutiny of underlying data that could be relied upon. 70
3.21. LACK

OF

CABINET OVERSIGHT: As Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Housing,

Property and Regeneration Rock Feilding-Mellen was the political appointee responsible
for overseeing the TMO, who (at 34 years old) had no training relevant to health & safety,
fire safety, social housing management, resident consultation, or equality & diversity. 71
According to the RBKC constitution he was responsible for all social housing regeneration
projects, including the Grenfell Tower project, and for fire safety across all RBKC housing
property managed by the TMO under the MMA. 72 While accepting that he was responsible
for ensuring that the housing department was properly administered and resourced, 73 he
was unaware that Celia Caliskan was the only housing officer who was specifically tasked
to report on general needs housing, including all aspects of the function delegated to the
TM0. 74 Such was the lack of insight of the ultimate chain of command for fire safety in
residential housing in RBKC.
3.22. LACK

OF

MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT: All impetus for compliance therefore lay with the

TMO, and essentially Janice Wray and Carl Stokes. Black attributed the lack of a bespoke
H&S director, for a Borough wide TMO dealing with 9,400 properties, to lack of funds. 75
This left the TMO directors exposed by their incapacity to assure fire safety compliance.
Barbara Matthews was responsible for the TMO's discharge ofH&S obligations, 76 but had
no experience, qualification, or training in the field. 77 It was particularly important for her
to have had such a background because Black did not either. 78 Blade's view was that
executive directors did not need managerial experience specific to the departments under
their responsibility. 79 This left the TMO unable to carry out director level review of fire
safety as recommended by PAS7. 80 Matthews was entirely dependent on Wray and

°

7
Feilding-Mellen {T13 l/126/3-24}. See also, Mackover {Tl34/45/3-8} "her reporrs always seemed to be giving
us the information that we were asking for" and Paget-Brown's }itll cm~fidence" in Laura Johnson and FeildingMellen {TI 32/178/2-3}. Cf Marshall {Tl33/97/1 l-98/16} who said he had concerns, atthe time, aboutthe quality
of reports he received from Laura Johnson
71
Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/107/12} and {Tl31/77/12-23}
72
{RBK00035007/5 §1.8(i), (viii)} Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/111/24- Il2/6}
73
Feilding-Mellen {Tl3lil17/17} {RBK00035007/3 §1.6 (ix)}
74
Feilding-Mellen {Tl3 lil22/15-20}
75
Black {Tl49/27/7-25}
76
Matthews {Tl47/99/14}{Tl47/104/11} {Tl47/141/18}
77
Matthews {Tl47 /98/2} {Tl47/99/19} {TI 47 /100/15}{Tl48/142/1-143/3} Black {Tl49/25/19}
78
Black {Tl49/7/6; 7/18: 8/12}
79
Black {Tl49/28/4}
so PAS7 (2013) {BSI00000071/25 §8.3.3}. CJ Matthews {Tl47/115/23} {Tl47/119/17 - 120/8}{Tl47/121/20
-122/6} who had no knowledge of PAS7 or its management review requirement
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Stokes. 81 Black also accepted there was nobody to challenge Wray. 82 The TMO Board, due
to its own lack of induction or training on the RR0 83 itself provided no substitute or
correction for this lack of directorial responsibility. Further down the organisation there
were significant gaps in the knowledge and skills of housing managers in circumstances
where, unlike other professionals who bear responsibility for those entrusted into their care,
there is no mandatory regime for Continuing Professional Development. 84
3.23. ORGANISATIONAL IGNORANCE: The lack ofresources and direction on H&S impeded both
awareness of, and training on, TMO obligations under the RR0 85 and training on fire safety
and fire safety management more generally.

86

This was the case at every level of the

organisation as confirmed by Sacha Jevans, Siobhan Rumble, Graham Webb, Robert Black
and Barbara Matthews. 87 Claire Williams had never seen a FRA before working on the
refurbishment project 88 Siobhan Rumble never spoke to Carl Stokes, was never provided
with his FRAs, never raised any concerns about fire safety with him and did not know of
the fire safety measures that were present and/or necessary for Grenfell Tower, or the wider
Lancaster West Estate. She knew nothing about any evacuation arrangements for disabled
and vulnerable residents. 89 To her annoyance, GAG had criticised Rumble for not reading
FRAs, but they were right. 90
3.24. CARL STOKES: Neither Wray nor any of the TMO directors ever queried the wisdom of
retaining just the one Fire Risk Assessor, a sole trader with no peer review of his work, for
all their Borough wide duties, even after the LFB queried his competence. Rebecca Burton
raised concerns about Stokes in an LFB-TMO meeting with Wray in November 2015,
particularly with regard to his treatment of defective self-closing doors in the Adair and
Hazelwood Tower FRAs. 91 Wray did not immediately relay these concerns to Black,
Jevans, or Matthews, and could not give details about verbally discussing the matter with
81

Matthews {Tl47/101/14} {Tl47/103/18} {Tl47/110/24 - 111/16} {Tl47/106/25} {Tl47/104/5}
Black {Tl 49/203/3}
83
Blakeman {Tl34/158/5-l 7} {Tl34/216/2}
84
Bartholomew {Tl20/115/17} Williams {T54/88/20-89/22} Brown {Tl26/4/24} Jevans {Tl27/3/15} Black
{Tl49/12/13} {Tl49/7/6} Wray {Tl40/1 li6}. See also A Johnson {Tl30/131/14} (as to the position in RBKC)
85
Williams {Tl21/99/20} {Tl21/126/21} Maddison {Tl22/128/22} Anderson {Tl 19/133/3} Webb {Tl52/16/17}
Matthews {Tl47/108/23}
86
The TMO fire safety strategy was four years in the making (Black {Tl49/40/8} ), but even then many staff were
not aware of it: Rumble {Tl20/73/8} Bartholomew {Tl20il61/18} Brown {TI 26/13/7} Steadman {Tl46/17/l}
87
Jevans {Tl27/4/17} Rumble {Tl20/10/13-l 1/16} Webb {Tl52/l 8/4} Black {Tl49/9/2} Mathews
{Tl47/l 00/21}. Cf Anderson Tl 19/112/17} (in post 2011-13) claimed training onFS/RRO but gave limited detail
88
Williams {T121/124/18}
89
Rumble {Tl20/31/15 -33/13}{T120/67/9}{Tl20/68/9}
90
{TM000845616/3} Rumble {Tl20/95/18 - 96/13} {Tl20/97/2-22}
91
Burton {LFB00084098/9-10§16} {LFB00003445/1}
82
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Matthews. 92 Burton then spoke separately to Matthews, who (like Wray) did not reconsider
Stokes' retention. 93 Burton repeated her criticism of Stokes at the bi-monthly LFB-TMO
meeting on January 2016, at which Wray and Williams were present. 94 The matter was
reported to Matthews, but nothing was done. 95 LFB criticism of Stokes was not
communicated to the TMO Board or RBKC (see below). The inexorable conclusion:
Stokes was kept because he could be counted on to defend the TMO and facilitate their
strategic minimalism. 96
LACK OF CANDOUR AND TRANSPARENCY

3.25. CONTEXT: Two types of lack of candour over fire safety violated Grenfell resident rights.

There was lack of candour to (A) oversight bodies, whether the TMO Board, HPSC, or the
LFB and (B) residents, particularly those residents who organised through GAG, GTLA
and the Compact in opposition to what was regarded as TMO mismanagement. Type (A)
lack of candour institutionally compromised the RRO not least because of the duty to cooperate with joint-Responsible Persons and the enforcement authority. Type (B) lack of
candour obstructed residents from monitoring and influencing compliance themselves,
either by representation, or if necessary, judicial review.
3 .26. EXTERNAL CONSULTANCY REPORTS: The Salvus report (September 2009) identified 19

regulatory breaches that required action under the RR0. 97 Wray's summary to the TMO
Board did not specify the problems. Black did nothing to further communicate them. 98
Wray was relied on to remedy the faults that had taken place under her watch, 99 which took
from September 2009 to November 2013 to even culminate in a new fire strategy. The full
report remained undisclosed to the TMO Board, or the HPSC (which was asked to consider
fire safety during the Power Surges complaint). 100 Thereafter the Hodgson report
(September 2013) on the TMO's safety management 101 made 39 recommendations. It
identified systemic problems in managing risk effectively, noted the significant volume of

92

Wray Email 13.11.15 {TMOlOOl 1001} {Tl44/205/4 - 206/23 }. See also {Tl44/214/18}
Matthews Notebooks 30.11.15 {TM000880324/31} Matthews {Tl48/73/9 - 76/7}
94
Burton {LFB00032330/3 §8}
95
Wray {Tl 44/208/12 - 209/1} {Tl44/2 l l/2-7}
96
Matthews {Tl48/72/15 - 73/8} Wray {144/193/12 -194/9}. See also Wray {CST00016416} {Tl42/128/10 131/9}(doing nothing to replace Stokes in the face ofhis advice to be dishonest with the LFB as to the number of
disabled residents living in TMO properties)
97
{SAL00000013}
98
Black {Tl50/4/21-6/15}
99
Black {Tl49/71/17-22}
100
Black {150/6/11-15} {150/9/24-/10/5}
101
{TM000873398} Draft July 2013 {TM010003124}
93
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outstanding FRA actions and continuing problems with the fire safety maintenance regime.
Maddison and Matthews could not recall reading the document. 102 Again the report was
not disclosed to the Board, 103 the HPSC, or residents. Given that from 2014 the TMO
started to receive LFB deficiency notices, Black was compelled to accept the connection
between the failure to properly give effect to the consultant's recommendations and his
own failure to fulfil his role as CEO under the RR0. 104
3.27. LFB NOTICES: The LFB served a number of deficiency notices (DN) and enforcement
notices (EN) in relation to both Grenfell Tower and Adair Tower. 105 There was a lack of
any formal communication process for these notices both within the TMO, to RBKC and,
importantly, to residents. 106 There was also no process for addressing such notices in the
2013 TMO Fire Safety Strategy. 107 There was a particular lack of candour from TMO

executives to the TMO Board and in their annual H&S reports. 108 AOV and doors
exemplify the problem (see below).
3.28. SMOKE VENTILATION: The AOV system remained the subject of an outstanding DN for 15
months with no disclosure to the Board or the LFB as to the TMO's response. Far from
taking responsibility, even now, Williams and Wray blamed the LFB for not following
up. 109 At no time were residents told about the notice. 110 Edward Daffam's Freedom of
Information request in October 2014 was obstructed in part because Williams did not want
him to raise queries either on the GAG blog or in further FOIA requests about the
ventilation problem. rn In the meantime, Williams and Wray remained in "hope that luck

holds and there are no fires. " 112 In 2015 Black dismissed GTLA complaints that detailed
long term disquiet about the AOV system as part and parcel of the "same old thing'', which
only in hindsight could he admit was an unacceptable stance. 113

102

Maddison {Tl22/l 76/8-12} Matthews {Tl47/124/14}
Black {Tl50/85/l 7 - 90/8}
104
Black {Tl49/142/8 - 146/19}
105
Grenfell DN24.3.14 {LFB00032101} Adair DN12.10.15 {TM010050191} Adair EN9.12.15 {LFB00027417}
Adair EN23.12.15 {TM000840703} Grenfell DN7. l l. 16 {TMOlOOl 7254}
106
Maddison {TI 23/56/2-19}{T123/84/18-/85/5} Johnson {Tl29/180/2- l 8} Matthews {Tl 48/45/24-/46/3}
107
Matthews {Tl48/46/13}
108
Blakeman re: Adair {Tl34/210/6} re: Grenfell {Tl35:33/12-/36/22} Wray {T143/25/23-/27/3} Matthews
{T148/8 l/15-83/2} {Tl48/105/6-107 /12}
109
Williams {Tl21/167/7-25} Wray {Tl44/55/22-/57/9}
110
Kasote {Tl 17114/5} Daffarn {Tl 18/134/15-/25} {TI 18/144/23-/145/19}
111
Williams 31.10.14 {TM000851913/1} and Williams {Tl21/171/17-21}
112
Wray 11.12.14 {TM000857817/1} Wray {Tl44/62/14 -64/3} Williams {Tl21/176/22 - 179/3}
113
Black {Tl 50/45/12 - 48/3}
103
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3 .29. DEFECTIVE DOORS: Black and Wray could give no explanation as to why the detail of the
Adair Tower DN of 12 October 2015 - which criticised the lack of a regime in place for
inspection and maintenance of self-closing devices - was withheld from the Board. 114
Where the bare fact of the notice was mentioned, Wray indefensibly 'gilded the lily', in
minimising its importance. 115 Matthews, Black and Jevans all accepted this amounted to
keeping the Board "in the dark". 116 Even when impending threat ofLFB prosecution over
Adair Tower arose, executives continued in their lack of candour to the Board. 117 In what
could only be described as "significant omissions" by Matthews, the Board were never told
of the LFB's concerns that the problem with self-closing doors was estate wide or that Carl
Stokes' competency was brought into question by his failing to highlight the issue,
including by advising on a regular maintenance and inspection regime. 118
3.30. CONTINUING OBFUSCATION ON DOORS: Thereafter, the commercial decision on reduced
frequency of door closer replacement was not reported to the TMO Board, 119 by RBKC to
the HPSC 120 (despite its on-going focus on the issue of fire doors 121 ), or by the TMO to the
LFB. 122 The TMO allowed the commercial decision to be taken without notifying RBKC
that the LFB had made a criticism of Stokes in relation to the issue. 123 Defective doors were
one of the deficiencies contained in the Grenfell DN of November 2016. Matthews could
not confirm that the requisite remedial actions had been completed by the time of the fire. 124
But given all of the above, the hazard of non-self-closing doors should have been a standing
red light issue across the RBKC-TMO estate. Residents were told nothing about any of
this.
3.31. FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS: There was a "systemic", "chronic" and, by the time of the fire,

"unresolved" failure to carry out the remedial actions that were scheduled to the FRAs.

125

Wray's stance was that FRAs were public documents and that if a resident asked for one

114

Black {Tl50/142/14 - 144/19} Wray {Tl43/166/1 l-25} {Tl45/33/17 - 35/13}
Wray {Tl45/30/3}
116
Black {Tl50/162/25 - 165/22} Matthews {Tl48/53/12 - 54/20} Jevans {Tl27/93/18-94/5} Cf Wray
Tl45/30/20} (denied gilding the lily, but accepted that 'she could have worded it differently')
117
Black {Tl50/209/19 - 210/18}
118
Matthews {Tl48/82/22} {Tl48/93/8-94/5} Black {Tl50/193/2-/17}
119
Black {Tl50/21 l/21} {TM000841695/16}
120
4.5.17 HPSC minutes {RBK00001456} and 15.3.17 HPSC minutes, RBKC website [not on Relativity]
121
Mackover {Tl34/37/2-38/8} {Tl34/45/9-47/15} {RBK00029923 §§41-50, 66-67}
122
Bi-monthly Meeting Minutes 29.3.17 {TM000831119}
123
Wray {Tl44/217/19 - 219/12}(in which the annual report excluded any reference to the issue)
124
Matthews {Tl48/120/25}
125
Matthews {Tl48/32/10-16} {Tl48/38/5-15} {Tl48/39/15}
115
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she would have given it to them. 126 But the commitment, buried within the TMO website,
to supplying the assessments if requested, 127 did not explain how often to expect them. 128
Moreover, the disclosure of the actual FRA only, would not have included the remedial
actions and outcomes. Wray's assertion of transparency overlooks the decision to withhold
the detail of the action backlog, not only from residents, but from the LFB, 129 who were
unaware that this was going on. 130 The minute of the HSE meeting of 17 January 2014
(attended by Maddison, Wray, Jevans and Gibson) detailed a decision not to disclose the
level of outstanding FRA actions to the LFB in order to avoid "scrutiny" and "possible

enforcement action". The other participants won't "recall" the event, but Michael Lyons
(as a qualified HSE expert) appears to have demanded its recording to reflect a decision,
with which he did not agree. 131
3.32.RESIDENT INTERVENTION: On the one occasion when a FRA was provided to GAG, they
criticised the TMO's failings and notified RBKC, triggering Wray, for the first time, to
prepare a master list of all outstanding FRA actions 132 and to have to answer to RBKC.
Wray subsequently withheld from RBKC the dangerous extent of outstanding FRA actions,
for which she had no explanation and accepted she was not giving Celia Caliskan "the fidl

picture ". 133 The GAG blog on the November 2012 FRA led to Maddison directing his staff
in the future to keep such matters "within KCTM0" 134 . Wray confirmed that upon joining
the TMO, Maddison had recognised there were unresolved problems with fire safety and
that Maddison was 'Jrustrated" that she had disclosed the FRA to GAG. 135 Black agreed
that Maddison was "uncomfortable with this information being released" because

"sometimes his department had not completed the work" and "actually it showed some of
his team hadn't been doing theirjob properly ... " 136
3.33. CAUSATION: Significant links in the chain of causation of the fatalities at Grenfell Tower
should have been exposed to contractual, political or enforcement oversight, but were not.
126

Wray {Tl41/99/2} {Tl42/173/5} {Tl45/55/5}
Wray {Tl42/172/14} {TM000899658/4, 9, 14} archived TMO web-pages
128
Wray {Tl45/55i14-/56/25} C/ Daffam {Tll8/97/2} {TI 18/98/10} Ahmed {Tl 19/13/2-/14/24} Collins
{T116/160/5} Blakeman {Tl34/174/23-/175/4}
129
Wray {Tl41/133/4}
130
Burton {Tl45/80/20 - 81/9} Comery {Tl45/172/5-21}
131
Lyons {TM000880532/12-14 §§36-39} Cf Maddison {Tl22/187/23 -192/15} Jevans {T127/69/5 -70/14}
Wray {T 141/133/20 }(cam1ot "say I recall, but I'm confident I would have objectecf')
132
Wray {Tl41/101/8}
133
Wray {Tl41/103/13-105/15}
134
{TMOl 0002223/1}
135
Wray {Tl 41/99/6-/99/24}
136
Black {Tl 50/92/6-/94/15}
127
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As with the failure of candour and transparency on the major works, the lack of candour
on fire safety to residents was causative in that it kept that criticism and scrutiny at bay.
Overall the way in which the TMO and RBKC approached their roles as Responsible
Persons under the RRO excluded the capacity for residents to monitor and influence
compliance, either by representation, or ifnecessary legal action. With greater transparency
a campaign for compliance and/or enforcement could have been pursued by residents to
protect themselves. Even if there was no campaign, they had a right to be enrolled,
informed and prepared for risk on their own terms, and not on the secretive and defensive
terms of those who governed them.
[D.] RESIDENT RIGHTS TO EQUAL TREATMENT
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SAFETY AND DISCRIMINATION

3.34. DISABILITY AND VULNERABILITY: Further to §§3.14-15, the distinct duties under the RRO
to profile, assess and plan for those effected by disability or other vulnerability follows
from the plain words of the statute. The Order requires assessment of those "especially at

risk" (Art. 9(7)(b )), with consideration, amongst other things, of the speed of exit in the
event of danger (Art. l 4(2)(b)) and sufficient planning and provision of information with
regard evacuation to enable residents to protect themselves "in the event of serious and

imminent danger" (Art 15(1)(a) and (15(2)(a)). The duties of assessment and planning
cannot possibly be discharged without knowing the resident profile of the building.
Moreover, a Stay Put strategy based on the principle of compartmentation cannot sensibly
be adopted as a lawful excuse for failing to assess and plan for evacuation of disabled and
vulnerable residents. That is because the purpose of the duties is to protect from "serious

and imminent danger", which will arise either if there is fire in a compartment, or
compartmentation has failed. Stay Put is irrelevant to either scenario. Thus a failure to

plan at Grenfell for those residents who were impaired in their ability to immediately
evacuate when circumstances required, is a classic health and safety example of a plan to

fail.
3.35. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS: 137 All of the above is derived from a plain reading of the RRO that
has been distorted by industry practice and in particular the LGA Guides' treatment of the
issue (see §3.50). However, there are equal treatment principles that compel risk assessment
and planning to be conscious of diversity. In circumstances where a risk to life is posed to

137

See Bhatt MurphyM3 Opening {BSR00000067/37 §5.4}
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a vulnerable group, particular care is required to ensure that measures taken "correspond

to [those persons 'J special needs". This is part of a general obligation to "take particular
measures to provide effective protection of vulnerable persons from ill-treatment of which
the authorities had or ought to have had knowledge". 138 Vulnerable groups in the context
of Grenfell Tower fire safety included children, pregnant women, elderly people, disabled
people

and

those

who

were

not

fluent

in

English

(that

is,

from

certain

minority/racial/national groups).
3.36. PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY: 139 Section 149 of the Equality Act specifically provides
that equality of opportunity objectives (in this case the opportunity to evacuate safely)
requires due regard to the need to (a) remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic and (b) take steps to meet the needs of persons
who share a relevant protected characteristic that are different from the needs of persons
who do not share it. The PSED received near enough no recognition at all from either
RBKC (who remained subject to it in all aspects of its housing functions) or the TMO (who
remained subject to it when it exercised a delegated public function on behalf of the
Council).
3.37. DUTY OF INQUIRY: It was impossible to adequately risk assess or plan for fire emergency
without taking positive steps to know the profile of the residents. Whether considered
through the matrix of fundamental rights (ECHR Arts 2 and 14) or the PSED (s. 149) the
proper functioning of the RRO ought to have included a process of inquiry (e.g. gathering
ofrelevant evidence to inform the risk assessment). This is in keeping with well-recognised
principles of fair and rational treatment. 140
INSTITUTIONAL DISREGARD

3.38. SALVUS: No witness to the Inquiry was able to justify the TMO's failure to address the
concerns first raised in the 2009 Salvus report regarding a" lack ojlinadequate procedure

for disabled and/or vulnerable persons" and its "recommend[ation} that the 'L\10
consider development offormal procedures to deal effectively with fire safety issues
associated with disabled or vulnerable tenants and leaseholders ... [to] include a range

138

.fa§iri,~k_isy[,(ltvia_

(2014) 58 EHRR 21 §59
See Bhatt MurphyM3 Opening {BSR00000067/38 §5.5}
140
Specifically on the duty of inquiry, see IJ_r_a_c_k_irigyc')e_c_r_e_ta_ryof5't(ltefo_r_ri,_7or_k_a_rid_f>_e_risio_ri~· [2013] EWCA
Civ 1345 §26(8)(ii) citing R (Hurley & Moore) v Secretary o(State [or Business, Innovation and Skills [2012]
EWHC 201 (Admin) §§89 (approved in Hotak v Southwark LBC ([2015] UKSC 30) [2016] AC 811 §73)
139
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of options from relocation in severe cases ... to the provision of specific personal
evacuation plans [PEEPs] in ... less serious cases". 141
3 .39. LACK OF CONSIDERATION: Overall the basic answer for doing nothing - in so far as it
was ever considered- was that the stay put principle meant that nothing need be done. 142
Black's answer was circular. Stay Put was the default position (backed up by his
occasional reference to 'sector advice' and 'practice' contrary to Salvus). But when
staying put became untenable the TMO did not have any plans as they did not know the
nature of their residents' disabilities. 143 Siobhan Rumble, 144 Teresa Brown 145 and Claire
Williams 146 all saw Stay Put as the answer even though they had various reasons to
apprehend the danger that it posed to disabled residents. Neither the Shepherd's Court
fire, 147 the Trellick Tower fire, 148 nor the Adair fire, 149 all of which required either full
or partial managed evacuation, gave the TMO cause to reconsider the absence of
evacuation throughout its emergency planning, including the 2017 fire safety strategy. 150
No training was provided to TMO neighbourhood officers on vulnerable people in
relation to fire safety, 151 and no training was provided for Estate Services Assistants on
evacuation - including regarding the operation of the lifts during an emergency 152

-

to

the extent that Robert Regan was unaware that his role was said to require assisting with
the general evacuation of Grenfell Tower if appropriate. 153
3. 40. FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT FICTIONS: Be all that as it may the FRAs 154 contained a number
of fictions, that: ( 1) the TMO had a comprehensive programme to gather information
about tenants including those with disabilities and which would be used for the
development of PEEPs; (2) both lifts were firefighting/evacuation lifts which could be
used as part of the evacuation strategy for disabled persons; and (3) TMO employees
would arrange for a general evacuation of the whole building if appropriate to do so. 155
141

{SAL00000013/ll §9.3 and /18}
Cf Lane {Tl71/37/3-7}
143
Black {Tl49/165/1-169/15}
144
Rumble {Tl20/46/24-47/1}
145
Brown {Tl26/104/2} {Tl26/90/10 - 92/19}
146
Williams {Tl22/9/9}
147
Brown {Tl26/70/2-7}
148
Brown {T 126/126/24}
149
Brown {Tl26/71/3-l 7} Matthews {Tl47/162/13}
150
Wray {Tl 42/53/21-54/3}
151
Bartholomew {Tl20/115il 7} Rumble {Tl20/5/10}
152
Steadman {Tl46/93/6} Regan {Tl46/139/9}
153
Regan {Tl46/138/14} Cf Steadman {Tl46/91/20-92/7}
154
E.g. {CST00000070i23-24}
155
{CST00000070/5}
142
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In fact there was no relevant planning or provision for disabled residents. Not a single
PEEP was prepared for residents of Grenfell Tower at the time of the fire. 156 The
description of the lifts as firefighting lifts or evacuation lifts was a "significant error" 157
insofar as this meant that they could not be used to evacuate residents in the event of a
fire as envisaged in the FRA. 158 Overall these fictions evidence a reckless institutional
failure to have regard to the consequence of not preparing for the need to evacuate. To
the extent that any thought was given there was a widespread assumption - as inaccurate
as it was dangerous - that the application of the 'stay put' policy throughout the RBKC's
housing stock abdicated the building owner/manager of any responsibility to make any
provision including if applicable to prepare PEEPs or maintain an adequate emergency
plan.159
3. 41. JANICE WRAY' s Kt'JOWLEDGE: The fulcrum of the continuing fictions contained in FRAs
was Janice Wray. As the principal TMO H&S officer she understood that the 'stay put'
policy still required consideration of the possibility of evacuation. 160 She was also aware
that the duties of Responsible Persons under the RRO applied to all persons in general
needs housing, that evacuation planning should not be dependent on the LFB, and that
Equality Act duties were engaged. 161 Hence the TMO had a documented fire safety
position dating back to 2010 that efforts should be made to increase the level of
information held about residents, especially relating to people's physical ability who
might require their own PEEPS, with no suggestion that the stance should be limited to
those in specialist housing. 162
3.42.APPROACH TO PEEPS: The TMO did next to nothing to prepare PEEPs for vulnerable
residents in general needs housing, and are now retrospectively using the LGA guide in
defence of their indifference. 163 Importantly, Wray accepts that she did not

"consciously" justify the TMO's approach to PEEPs in general needs housing by
156

Lane {BLARP20000034/ll §1.163-1.165}
Lane {Tl 71/146/17} CJ Todd{Tl67/184/2-18}(admitted incorrect and incompetent advice but disputed risk)
158
Lane {TI 7I/147i2} CJ. Wray {TI42/93/19-24} (aware ofmisdescription and implications for evacuation)
159
Black {Tl49/151/4} {Tl49/79/12} Williams {Tl22/17/18} Bartholomew {Tl20/150/4} {Tl20/170/11}
Brown {Tl26/69/5} {Tl26/112/18} Noble {Tl I 9/95/20}. Matthews accepts that this was not considered "as we
[the TMO! probably should have done" {Tl47/152/25}
160
Wray {Tl42/47i16-24}
161
Wray {Tl42/74/6 - 75/5}
162
Progress meeting 23.2.10 {RBK00052537/2 §5.2} Black emailto Johnson et al 30.09.10 {RBK00026862/2}
163
{HOM00045964/120}: Wray's evidence is that the TMO used the LGA guide to "inform" their approach to
PEEPs in general needs: {Tl42/77i15-22} Wray attempted to explain that she lUlderstood there to be a
"discrepancy" between the LGA guide and the Sleeping Guide, and that she made a conscious decision to pursue
the former over the latter: {TI 42/80/3-24}
157
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reference to paragraph 79.9 of the LGA guide; 164 neither the 2013 nor 2017 TMO Fire
Safety Strategies, drafted by Wray, 165 make reference to PEEPs for residents in either
general or sheltered housing. 166 Wray accepts she did not take issue with the LFB 's
position in September 2012 - over a year after the publication of the LGA guide - that
PEEPs were required for vulnerable residents in high-rise general needs housing. 167 The
TMO gave assurances to the LFB around the time of the guide's publication that it would
be pro-active in identifying vulnerable residents requiring PEEPs. 168 The assurance, in
practice, turned out to be false. The TMO's failure to provide PEEPs instead arose from
a lack of care and an abdication of responsibility, with 'stay put' as the excuse and the
LGA guide as a convenient retrospective fig leaf. 169
3.43. RBKC NEGLECT: RBKC's approach to PEEPs was also characterised by an
organisational lack of consideration. It regarded PEEPs as only for residents living in
sheltered housing. 170 The Cabinet Member for Housing relied on assumptions that the
LFB and the TMO would collectively ensure there was an adequate emergency
evacuation plan in place for TMO stock, 171 with the Leader of the Council being even
less specific, assuming that it "was being dealt with by others" .172 The Chair of HPSC
supposed "it would be common sense that there should be an evacuation plan for a

building", without ever questioning the TMO on the matter and thereby establishing that
the TMO's provisions were inadequate. 173 Beyond her vacuous praise of what she
described as the TMO's "positive steps to take action for disabled people that could

save lives" when required to respond to the research of an RBKC employee, 174 Laura
Johnson simply did not apply her mind to PEEPs and evacuation arrangements in the

164

Wray {Tl42/78/19}
Wray {Tl42/48/1-3}
166
The 2013 TMO Fire Safety Strategy refers only to PEEPs for staff {TM000830598/14 §24.1}. See also 2017
Fire Safety Strategy: {TM000847324/15 §25.1} Wray {Tl42/147/19-150/5}
167
{TM000863422} Wray {Tl42/122/3-124/2}
168
{RBK00053638/6 §6.5.2} Wray {Tl42/116/21-120/4}
169
Black {Tl49/191/11-192/8}
170
Amanda Johnson {T131/41/14}
171
Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/23/7-22} {Tl32/24/9-20} (admitted as an assumption he "should not have made")
172
Paget-Brown {Tl33/60/20}
173
Marshall {Tl33/129/17} {Tl33/130/19-25}
174
Johnson {RBK00026862/1} responding to Claire Wise's article, Inclusive Needs, Focus Safer Communities
(August/September 2010) {RBK00030073} that underscored that the RRO was not well understood, that there
were devastating dangers of assuming that good design alone will enable all people to independently exist, and
that the present system was failing disabled residents in the lack of engagement with their needs. Hence: "while
disability equality is high on the social agenda, building construction and management is still catching up."
165
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event that this was needed. 175 With leadership like this, it is hardly surprising that
RBKC's housing commissioning team did not engage any specific resources to monitor
the adequacy of provision for evacuation of vulnerable and disabled people in the event
of a fire. 176 The TMO's failure to develop PEEPs or an adequate emergency plan was,
therefore, enabled by RBKC's contemptuous indifference towards disabled and
vulnerable residents.
SYSTEM FAILURE

3.44. DATA COLLECTION: The deeper systemic flaw in the RBKC/TMO approach is that while
the allocation of housing involved studying supposed disability and vulnerability data
once allocated, the management of housed people, remained ignorant of it. Rumble who told the Inquiry that she did not consider it "anyone's responsibility" at the TMO
to collect disability information from residents, 177 and that she was never informed that
she was responsible for doing just that 178

-

described the TMO's data collection

procedures as "ad hoc". 179 Wray accepts that she did not take any action to ensure the
TMO's databases contained improved information on vulnerable residents. 180 Tenancy
profiling did not record how tenants would evacuate, only how they would access a
building. 181 Organised door knocking initiatives to collect information on residents were
rare and as a consequence it was extremely difficult to provide advice on equality impact
related issues. 182
3.45. EQUALITY & DIVERSITY (E&D) ADVICE: The TMO understood that the Equality Act
applied to its policies, but that understanding never mainstreamed into the
organisation. 183 After distributing an advice note on the TMO being subject to the PSED
in November 2011, the E&D officer, David Noble, accepted that there was no follow up
as to whether TMO health and safety services had been reviewed or modified in light of
the advice. 184 Equally, the TMO's Supporting Residents Policy, contained no reference
to PEEPs or evacuation, attributable to the fact that this was a matter for the health and
175

Johnson {Tl29/l 15/2-7}{Tl30/16/13} Cf Wise {RBK00059434/1-2 §§4-6} and her research
{RBK00026082} remained available to the Council, but were never utilised
176
Amanda Johnson {Tl 31/40/14-19}
177
Rumble {Tl20/51/19-20}
178
Rumble {Tl 20/52/20}
179
Rumble {Tl 20/56/10}{Tl20/59/4 }{Tl20/69/12} Wray {Tl42/100/6} Bartholomew {Tl20/143/17}
180
Wray {Tl42/90/10, 142/137/8}
181
Noble {Tl 19/51/1-10}
182
Noble {Tl 19/39/3 - 40/5} {Tl 19/40/9-21}
183
{CST00004044} Noble {Tl 19/34/23-35/24}
184
Noble {Tl 19/35/9-36/5}
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safety team, but Janice Wray neither saw nor was consulted on the policy. 185 Despite the
suggestion in 20 l 0 that the TMO would actively collect infonnation affecting the ability
to evacuate, Neighbourhood officers were reliant on the E&D officer for information on
vulnerable persons in the event of an emergency, whereas Noble was reliant on them. 186
3.46. REFERRALS: Even when the TMO had the data in place, there was no adequate PEEP
referral system; indeed the CRM database did not allow for PEEPs to be referred. 187
TMO witnesses accept they had no effective set of procedures, policies or training in
place that would have triggered a PEEP referral. 188 Residents who reported a disability
to TMO through their tenancy questionnaire 189 were not referred for PEEPs, and
apparently no conversation ever took place within the TMO as to whether the offer of
PEEPs should be included within the questionnaires. 190 Even when the TMO became
aware of a Grenfell resident with disabilities, they failed to consider the possibility of
referring the resident for a PEEP, 191 despite Black's assurances to the LFB that they
would do just that. 192 Instead, Wray left the matter of resident referrals of PEEPs
predominantly to the neighbourhood officers, 193 but neither Rumble 194 nor
Bartholomew 195 understood their role to include this.
3.47. RESIDENT INFORMATION: Wray's stance to the Inquiry is that a PEEP, and other support,
could have been provided to a resident who asked for it. 196 But residents were not
provided with information that would allow them to self-refer for PEEPs, with no
references ever made to the issue in Link magazine or any other form of publicity, 197
including letters to new tenants. 198 This systemic oversight was enabled by Stokes, who
never scrutinised whether the TMO were providing residents with adequate information
to allow them to self-refer, 199 and never obtained from Wray information on whether
185

{TM000880481} Noble {T119/88/14} Wray {Tl42/161/5-ll}
Bartholomew {Tl20/l 79/22} Cf Noble {Tl 19/38/5} {Tl 19/39/3 -40/5} {Tl 19/56/22 - 57/7}
187
The CRM data system did not have prompts allowing the neighborhood officer to refer anyone presenting
with a disability for a PEEP: Noble {Tl 19/74/10} Brown {Tl26/l l 7/16-118/9}
188
Black {Tl49/199/22} Wray {Tl42/71/15} Rumble {Tl20/74/3} Noble {Tll9/49/ll-19}
189
Noble {Tll9/47/17-21} (e.g. {IWS00001778/ll})
190
Noble {T119/47/17-48/13}
191
Such as Toyoshima-Lewis and Bonifacio: Wray {Tl42/167/22 -168/19} {Tl42/165/20 - 166/6}
192
Burton {Tl45/76/20-77/l} CJ the LFB failed to check whether the TMO's refenal system was working
adequately: Burton {Tl45/137/25 - 138/4} {Tl45/140/3-10}
193
Wray {Tl42/7li9}
194
Rumble {T120/71/8-21}
195
Bartholomew {Tl20/163/5}
196
Wray {TM000847305/35 §115}
197
Wray {Tl42/97/20} Brown {T126/80/3, Tl26/83/12-19}.
198
{TM000865991} Wray {T142/187/20}
199
Stokes {Tl37/82/1}
186
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residents in a building for which he was conducting a FRA were disabled, or otherwise
vulnerable, and therefore required a PEEP. 200 This was despite his knowledge that there
were disabled residents living in Grenfell Tower. 201
3.48. DISCONNECT BETWEEN ALLOCATION AND PROTECTION: In social housing in RBKC there
consequently existed a structural paradox: that disability and vulnerability operated as
mandatory data relevant to consideration for the allocation of housing, but were
systemically and operationally disregarded in the management of that housing. This
disconnect between housing allocation and fire safety management (including the need
to consider relocation based on emerging risk) falls within the terms of reference of the
Inquiry, because it was surely causative of death. 202 Salvus advised the TMO of the link
in 2009. 203 The issue was never binary: as some residents would surely have wanted to
remain in Grenfell, with PEEPs and other support, while others would not, or even,
should not, because of the risk to life. The salient point is no evidence has been disclosed
throughout this module that demonstrates that either RBKC or the TMO gave due
attention to the allocation/housing management data link. 204
3.49. BREACH OF RIGHTS: The mandatory requirement of the RRO was to assess and plan for
the population as allocated. Clearly one outcome of a properly constructed PEEPs
assessment system could have been an individualised conclusion that no measures could
suffice. Others options could, and should, have involved engagement with those in need.
The generic failure to conduct any assessments across Grenfell Tower, including by
establishing any type of system to enable individualised assessment to happen, is what
constituted a systemic breach of the right to life of disabled and vulnerable residents in
this case. The failing breached the RRO and discriminated against those relevant persons
whose situation went without any due regard.
(E.] LANE/TODD DISPUTE ON PROVISION FOR RESIDENTS WITH DISABILITY

3.50. RELEVANCE: Janice Wray did not directly rely on paragraph 79.9 of the LGA Guide and
other parts of the TMO completely disregarded PEEPs. It cannot though be discounted
that the LGA Guide acted as background effect to the indifference of either Council,
Stokes {Tl 37/95/lO}{Tl 37/101/11 - 102/15} {Tl37/96il 0-12} Wray {TI 42/137/23} CJ. Lane {Tl 71/103/19104/4} {Tl 711107 /4-8} {Tl 71 /114/18} (below the standards of the reasonably competent fire risk assessor)
201
Stokes {Tl37/73/23} {Tl37/97/20} {CST00002175/12} {Tl37/87/24}
202
Bhatt Mmphy M3 Opening {BSR00000067/43-44 §5.17): citing this discrete focus as distinct from an
invitation to consider any lack of accessible housing stock or wider social-housing policy issues
203
{SAL00000013/18 §9.3}
204
cy: Bartholomew {T120/170il l-171/8}(who wondered about it)
200
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TMO, or the LFB in its failure to bring the neglect of PEEPs provision to account. In
any event the experts' dispute on this issue is essential to the future of effective fire
safety regulation.
3 .51. TRADE PRACTICE OVER RULE OF LAw: At the heart of the issue is the distinction offered
by Dr Lane between acceptable practice and common practice. 205 Colin Todd though
in his evidence constantly sought to conflate three issues; that his practice equated to
common practice and this amounted to acceptable practice. The above submissions on
the text of the RRO (read with or without the imprimatur of human rights and antidiscrimination) ought to put the issue legally beyond doubt and the Inquiry is invited to
say so, as it is now best placed to come to its own view on the content of the RRO. Be
that as it may, the two principal witnesses provide a stark choice between the
diametrically opposing views of on whether in essence the RRO and (save for the LOA
guide) applicable guidance distinguishes between able-bodied and vulnerable persons,
so far as their treatment as 'relevant persons' is concerned.
3.52. 'INDUSTRY PRA.CTICE': Todd's evidence was that it was a commonly held view amongst
fire risk assessors that the obligations under Article 9(7)(b) RRO that information should
be included in the FRA about any group of persons identified by the assessment as being
especially at risk did not apply in residential blocks of flats. 206 The majority view he
says 207 was that 'stay put' meant that you did not have to think about evacuating disabled

people. 208 The understanding of the trade was that safe evacuation for disabled people
in blocks of flats could rely on the intervention of a fire and rescue service.

209

The

majority opinion of the trade he says was that it was appropriate to take a different

approach to disabled people in high-rise residential buildings from the approach they
would take in an office block, albeit that Todd could point to nothing in the legislation
or guidance that would justify that so called majority opinion. 210
3.53. OTHER GUIDANCE: In relation to the proposals in the LOA guide on the treatment of
disabled people contained within paragraphs 79. 9-11 it is plain that they are not possible
205

Lane {TI 71/33/13-14}
Todd {Tl67/118/8-121/8}
207
It is plain that this was not a universal view and others in the sector took a contrary position see CFOA
response to LGA guide consultation {HOM00002660/7} and letter from TripleAconsult {HOMOOOl 9844}.
Atler the publication of the LGA guide the suggestion of any alternative approaches was sought to be silenced
{HOM00005790/5}
208
Todd {TI67/89/9-90/4} cy: Lane {TI71/40/10-17}
209
Todd {TI 67/83/24} Cf. Lane {Tl 71/85/16 - 86/13} (view was neither commonly held or acceptable)
210
Todd {TI67/102/5-102/18}
206
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to reconcile with BSI 9991, PAS 79 or any other guidance document. 211 Todd sought to
explain this away by suggesting that BSI 9991 is focused on new builds and not existing
buildings albeit he could point to nothing in the standard that suggests that it is limited
in this extent and Lane disagrees. 212 As to PAS 79, Todd's evidence is that this was
focused on non-domestic premises and was never meant to apply to domestic premises,
and that this was the majority opinion of the FRA trade. 213 Lane was not aware of that
suggestion and there was nothing on the face of the document to indicate that position. 214
3.54. "TRAINING TO IGNORE': Todd's evidence was that the fire risk assessor would know
which parts of PAS 79 applied to high-rise residential buildings and which were only
for commercial premises, because they would have the relevant training, education and
experience. 215 Lane's evidence was that "ifpeople are trained to ignore disabled people
as so-called common practice" that was not acceptable. 216 The law on this issue is plain
from the terms of the RRO. The practice - which no doubt existed - is legally and
morally wrong. Although the BSI (viz. PAS79-2: 2020 edition drafted by Todd) 217 and
the Home Office (viz. the LGA Guide) 218 have redacted all references to the need to do
nothing for disabled residents in general high-rise housing while the matter remains
under review, neither have been willing to advise that the 'practice' advocated as
compliant with law, is in fact unlawful. The Inquiry should say so, and indeed say so
quickly, so as not to countenance further legal or practice misunderstanding to the
contrary. 219

PARTIV:MISGOVERNANCE
[A.] ABUSE OF RIGHTS

4.1. CONTEXT: What occurred in the absence of a properly managed resident rights system was
a failure of governance. In fact, the RBKC-TMO construct of governance allowed for a
counter-rights culture: (a) attitudes prevailed over standards; (b) administrative practices
rendered its structures anti-democratic; (c) TMO weaknesses were overlooked; and (d)
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Lane {Tl 71/76/16-18} and Wray {Tl42/80/3-24}
Todd {TI68/158i24} and Lane {Tl 7li67i25 - 68ilI}
213
Todd {Tl67/102/5-14}
214
Lane {TI 71/82/2-12}
215
Todd {TI 67 /105il9 -106/1 O}
216
Lane {TI 71/82/20-21} {Tl 71/82/25 - 83/1-5}
217
PAS 79-2 BSl (bsigroup.com)
21 8
Home Office, 'fires;ifetyinJ2l11JlQSe-b_yjlL1:>1Qc;_k;:;Qff1:.lt:;', 7. 06. 2021
219
As will be appreciated Todd takes a contrary view on legality see for example his report on interim
recommendations {CT ARIOOOOOOO 1/5}
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resident dissent was denigrated. This culminated in the political defeat ofresidents in the
fixed outcome to the Grenfell Compact's campaign for an independent review of the
refurbishment and the cursed refusal to seriously engage with GAG's public indictment of
fire safety in its 'Playing with Fire' blog. Throughout, this was disempowering and victim
blaming government. Its culture was causative of the disaster.
[B.] COUNTER-RIGHTS GOVERNMENT
ATTITUDES TO RESIDENTS

4.2. COUNCIL: The refurbishment was funded by RBKC because money had become available
from sales at Elm Park Gardens, demolition was more costly220 and residents had had no
investment in their building for over 30 years; 221 the situation had become critical. It was
not an act of benevolence but a long overdue, necessary investment which RBKC could
no longer avoid. Nevertheless, Feilding-Mellen considered residents

"ungrat~ful"

because

in his view investment in the Tower was something the Council could "ill afford". 222
When residents displayed dissent it was treated as ingratitude and deviant politics;
Councillor Marshall called them a "witch hunt'', 223 Paget-Brown dismissed GAG fears
about resident displacement from homes with no right to return as a result of regeneration
as "ludicrous" only to accept (when shown the published policy) that campaigners "might

have had a point. " 224 The leading figures did not genuinely believe in refurbishing and
retaining towers but favoured low rise dwellings and long term radical transformation of
Council Estates. 225 It is informative that few of them ever visited residents in tower blocks,
and repeatedly avoided engaging directly with their residents, especially those who
complained. 226
4.3. MANAGEMENT: The negative stance of the TMO to proper resident consultation, safety and
compliance, reflected its organisational values. Its priorities were to project manage on
time and to budget in accordance with RBKC's communicated priorities with a view to
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Blakeman {Tl35/160/1-162/17} Johnson {RBK00000365/4-5}
{RBK000033l6/3}
222
Collins {IWS00002334/29 § 134}
223
{RBK00013926/1}
224
Paget-Brown{Tl 33/84/11 }{Tl33/86/20} (re. {IWS00002075/22 §7.9})
225
Paget-Brown {Tl33/87/9-22 }(expressed retrospectively, but in truth the long standing position): see Blakeman
{Tl35/160/1 - 162117} Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/139/12-21} {IWS00002090} (seeking assurances longer term
aspirations for regeneration could remain)
226
Paget-Brown {Tl33/31/5-9} (visited Lancaster West Estate once in 20 years) Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/54/21 55/2 }(did not enter Adair Tower atler fire) Marshall and Mackover {RBK00029923/22 §83-84} (refused to meet
Compact members directly)
221
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sustaining its asset management future. 227 Its deeper definitions of success were to control
resident dissent in its own reputational interests which would also, of course, prevent the
political embarrassment of its Council. 228 TMO officers treated residents with "disdain"
as if they were a "nuisance" .229 Rumble ("robust with residents" who "did not take

prisoners. " 230) was empowered to dismiss as "abuse "231 Daffam's "slum" criticisms
following frequent instances when residents did not have hot or running water and despite
the fact that on their own account, RBKC had not invested in Grenfell Tower for over three
decades. 232 A complaint sent by Miguel Alves on behalf of the GTLA being copied into
TMO directors and Council officers, was dismissed because she had "better things to do

than read emails from the GTLA ''. She was able to behave that way because the leadership
created a culture that enabled this; they did not object. 233 Maddison fostered an internal
narrative within the TMO that the GAG blog was scaremongering without satisfying
himself the blog's concerns had been properly investigated.

234

Black allowed his TMO

staff to regard Daffarn and Councillor Blakeman as "negative forces", and to repeatedly
warn her for breaching a purported, but non-existent "conflict of interest''. 235
4.4. ANTI-DEMOCRACY: The TMO presented as a membership-democracy; but the creation of
a borough wide devolved construct for social housing was always likely to undermine both
democracy and accountability. Paget-Brown accepted as much as a hindsight regret in his
Inquiry evidence. 236 The motivation for creating a monopoly, borough-wide TMO, the
largest in the UK, was never about democracy, but economies of scale. 237 In practice the
TMO was not set up to allow residents "afair representation and clear voice in respect of

how it was run and what it did". 238 In any event, the Board regarded the Council, and not
the residents, as "the boss". 239
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Caliskan {RBK00035166/11 §48} Keane {RBK00033566/16 §63} {ART00006232/5}
{Black Tl51/179/4-8} {TM000858560/l} and {TM010005816/2 §1.7}
229
Blakeman {Tl35/51/5}{Tl34/l 76/1}
230
Blakeman {Tl34/177/19}
231
Rumble {Tl20/108/13}
232
{RBK00003316/3}
233
{IWS00001597/3} Rumble {Tl20/99il 1}
234
{TM010007353} Maddison {Tl24/105/24 - 110/1} Cf Kasote {Tl 17/29/10} (who did not read the blog but
was herself fearfol of fire safety given a solitary escape route and stay-put)
235
{TM010011591/2} Black {Tl51/102/5-8} {Tl51/102/12 -23} (Tl51/151/22-152/4}
236
Paget-Brown {Tl33/88/3-5}
237
Amanda Johnson {RBK00033719/23 §§112-113} Collins{Tl l 6il69/12} Paget-Brown {Tl32il26/20 128/12}
238
Blakeman {Tl34/135/13}
239
Fay Edwards {TM000880530/3 § 14} (RBKC is "the boss) Condon-Simmonds {TM000880531 /5 §24}
(Laura is happy" and TMO Executive had "close inter-relationship with the RBKC executive team") Amanda
Jonhson {T 131 /20/7} (TMO "never refilsed to do anything" RBKC asked of them)
228
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4.5. UNACCOUNTABLE COMPLICITY: Laura Johnson, who on paper should have had no decision
making powers in relation to the refurbishment240 had a role in setting the budget 241 , the
scope of the project, 242 the appointment of Studio E, 243 and the rejection of the Grenfell
resident campaign to investigate the integrity of the work. 244 When the TMO were
criticised, Johnson repeatedly made it clear to them that they would be protected against
residents from Grenfell - the "bad tempered place'·' complaining about "minor matters"
with "their own agenda" who were "not to be taken seriously. 245 Johnson and Black had
regular lunch meetings that were not minuted. 246 Paget-Brown did the same. 247 The
lunches themselves are not the problem. The broader issue is that the manager and landlord
- while exercising public power purportedly on behalf ofresidents - were aligned in a way
that undem1ined both democracy and accountability.
FAILURE OF 0VEllSIGHT

4.6. MEMOLI REVIEW: The Memoli Report of 2009 laid bare problems with the TMO which,
left unaddressed, persisted. It cited a "main complaint" of residents to be "lack of

contractor supervision", "bad workmanship by contractors" and failure in "monitoring of
contracts and works". 248 Blaming contractors without accepting that it was their duty to
supervise remained the TMO's default position. 249 Also despite resident dissatisfaction
with the complaints process being a key element of the report, a KPI to measure resident
satisfaction with the complaints process was used once and then not maintained. 250 The
report led to a Council MMA Breach Notice in September 2009 against the TMO for
failing to action Memoli's recommendations. The notice reflected that TMO "Governance,

Customer Service, staffattitudes and poor repairs service" were recurring themes and that
it could not be "over-emphasised how achieving

succes~ful

change in these areas will

determine the perception ofthe residents and restore their trust and confidence in the IMO
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Johnson {Tl28/9/1} {Tl28/10/13}
Johnson {Tl28/51/19}
242
Johnson {Tl28/131/4}
243
Johnson {Tl28/56/23-58/3} {Tl28/149/24-150/6}
244
Johnson {TI 30/88/23}
245
Johnson-Black16.3.17 {RBK00000149/1}
246
Johnson {Tl28/205/25 - 20612} {Tl 29/33/22 - 35/20}
247
Paget-Brown {TI 32/173/5 - 175/7}
248
{IWS00002202/16}
249
E.g. Wray {Tl41/90/25} Jevans {Tl27/35/21} Black {Tl49/138/15}{Tl50/99/8 -100/18}
250
Black {TI51/79/7}. KPis to measure resident satisfaction were introduced by the TMO for only quarter (Q4
2010-11) {TM010037477/135} after which it was removed {TM010001097/14I} and was not reinstated
thereatler {TM010006008/44} {TM010009312/128} {TM010045537/68} {TM000841695/25}
241
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- and the Council as landlord". 251 Other notable findings were that "glossy magazines and
newsletters do not go down well when people perceive a poor service!" and disruption
caused by the major works at Elm Park, including lack of planning and communication
around the works "had caused much resentment". Strikingly, Black's interpretation was
that RBKC was neither ''particularly keen [n]or impressed" with the Memoli report and
so it seems there was no expectation that the TMO needed to pay it any heed. 252
4.7. AWARENESS OF SHORTCOMINGS: With some uncertainty about its date, RBKC documented
- at least after the September 2009 breach notice and likely after 2012 253 - that the TMO
had "No experience ofregeneration or development" running "from the Board to the Exec

Team, Officers and to residents" and also "No experience of the financial implications and
risks associated with development". 254 Ultimately Laura Johnson accepted that Jane
Tretheway, at least, had the impression that by early 2012 the TMO had not been structured
to deliver the GTRP and had shared that view with her. 255 Johnson had her own concerns
about TMO managers around early 2012. 256 But that did not lead to more hands-on
qualitative oversight of the works, which were subject to dashboard reviews with no
distinct review of specific health & safety/fire safety indicators. 257 RBKC relied on
information provided by the TMO in scrutinising the dashboards and lacked the technical
ability to challenge them. 258
4.8. COUNCILLOR INDIFFERENCE: The Council leadership adopted a lax approach to monitoring.
Feilding-Mellen did not ask what experience the TMO had to deliver a project of this size
and significance. 259 Paget-Brown claims he did not understand its complexity, but
nevertheless made no check on whether TMO executives were capable of delivering it and
took no steps himself to monitor the project. 260 He would have expected Feilding-Mellen
to have known the roles and responsibilities of the contractors, including most importantly,
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{TM00088871 l/5-6 §§4.2 4.4 and 4.5(g)}
Black {Tl51/58/19-21} {Tl51/61/7 - 62/3} Feilding Mellen {T/131/78/24 - /83/21} (never monitored postreport improvement). Paget-Brown {Tl 32/171/1-/19} (never knew about it until after the fire)
253
The Silchester Garages development and Trellick consultation cited in the document took place in 2011 and
2012 respectively: https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/planning-policy/supplementaryplanning/silchester-garages http://www. golbomelife. co.uk/trellick&edenhaml .pdf
254
{RBK00030145} Johnson {Tl28/196/3-17} Amanda Johnson {T131/68/17}
255
Johnson {Tl29/10/6-l l/3}
256
Johnson {Tl28/100/23 -Tl28/102/5}
257
{RBK00029431} Johnson {Tl28/101/24-102/5} {Tl29/24/18-25}
258
Amanda Johnson {Tl30/172/3-5}
259
Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/133/13 -135/11}
260
Paget-Brown {Tl32/188/10 -190/22}
252
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whether there was a suitable fire safety consultant involved. 261 The only rigorous scrutiny
Feilding-Mellen displayed was to the aesthetics and cost of the GTRP cladding. 262 Despite
his unconvincing denial, he must have been aware that the aluminium cladding would be
cheaper than zinc given an email he received at the time, however, he did not question the
potential dovvnside of the change; nor whether the residents had been consulted. 263 Only
two councillors were the recipients of the post Lakanal LFB guidance initiatives, 264 but
neither one recalled studying them, even when they were drawn to their attention in the
context of the refurbishment. 265 Feilding-Mellen's receipt of the guides coincided with his
conversation with RBKC planners in July 2014 about the colour of the cladding at Grenfell
Tower. 266 Both Feilding-Mellen and Marshall made the very assumption that the guides
warned against in relation fire safety management: i.e. that the TMO could be trusted to
provide effective fire safety management without sufficient lay political scrutiny. 267
4.9. LACK OF SCRUTINY: Laura Johnson failed to satisfy herself that there were clear policies
in place to meet the LFB Guide notes. 268 She also did not consider nor act on the 'LFB Fire
Safety in refurbished buildings audit tool' .269 Amanda Johnson knew that council officers
lacked sufficient training, skills or resources to manage the TMO, particularly in relation

to its capital programme. 270 She accepted that time and cost were prioritised over health
and safety in monitoring the refurbishment. 271 Laura Johnson agreed she had no experience
managing significant capital construction projects. 272 Despite the warnings about TMO
competency and the LFB Guides (that she did read 273 ) she did not consider the training
needs of RBKC or TMO personnel involved in procuring and supervising the
refurbishment. 274 In essence, the RBKC scrutiny of the refurbishment was limited to
timing and budget, 275 which was well understood by the TM0. 276 But since the Memoli
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Paget-Bro>Vn {Tl32/185/2}
Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/198/23 - 204/1} {Tl32/10/6}
263
Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/4/5-7/8}
264
{RBK00003314} Cf. {RBK00005826}(Laura Johnson instructed to send these guides to all councillors)
265
{LFB00001294} {LFB00001295}Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/20/13} Marshall {Tl33/128/2}
266
Johnson {Tl30/37/23-38/6}
267
Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/25/8-22} {Tl32/23/1 l} Marshall {Tl33il30/14-25}
268
Johnson {Tl30/40/12-18} {Tl30/42/20-/44/6}
269
{RBK00048723 }{TM010042956} L Johnson {Tl30/45/19-/46/5}{T130/47/18-/48/17}. Likewise PagetBrown{TM010042979} {Tl33/70/19} {Tl33/73/4-74/15}
270
Amanda Johnson {Tl 30/142/3 - Tl30/143/1 l}
271
Amanda Johnson {Tl 30/205/23-206/7}
272
Johnson {Tl28/5/15}
273
Johnson {Tl30/40/9}
274
Johnson {Tl 30/17/2 - 20/25}
275
{RBK00035166/l l §48} {RBK00033566/16 §63}
276
{TM000858560/1} (on the impact of these on "reputation")
262
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report and Breach Notice, RBKC had been warned about its failure to properly "client" the
TMO and hold them to account with adequate scrutiny. 277 The aloofuess from fire safety
and other aspects of the refurbishment was a gross dereliction of duty.
DENIGRATION OF DISSENT

4.10.DISEMPOWERMENT: The GAG blog was an expression against all of the above features of
disempowerment. It was conceived as a way ofrecording what was happening to residents
and letting the RBKC-TMO know that they were not going to just "lie down and be

mistreated". 278 Williams confirmed that upon joining the TMO she was given a briefing
on GAG with Daffam being "probably the main mover" 279 and eventually conceded that
Pete Griffiths (the TMO's communications lead) was monitoring it "to highlight any

potential areas of concern in project meetings"; to essentially protect the TMO's
reputation. 280 Before the fire the TMO denigrated the biog as a defence because they knew
they were failing and, whilst the residents could do little else, the bloggers knew this and
could at least publish. Since the fire, TMO witnesses have unconvincingly argued the blog
was blocked, 281 not monitored or anonymous 282 because they know some of its content was
prescient. Black now accepts there was a risk that by adopting a blanket approach of not
responding to anything in blogs they might miss allegations which were not only true but
important. 283 This is precisely what happened.
4.11. DISCRIMINATION: Memoli and the Breach Notice required "sea-change" to restore trust
and confidence. 284 Instead the joint TMO-RBKC establishment was ready to target
dissenting residents. This could definitely become personal. 285 The decision of Laura
Johnson to conduct an unjustified tenancy check on Daffam in 2011 - in collusion with
Robert Black on the enquiry - is a disturbing and reprehensible case in point. 286 The
obstinacy over the Compact campaign for several months, because it was seen to be
Daffam's "show case" had the effect of collectively punishing residents of the building
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Johnson {Tl28/102/6 - 107/22}
Daffarn {Tl 18/28/11 - 29/4}
279
Williams {Tl2 l/35il 5}
280
Williams {Tl22/113/8 - 116/16}
281
Black {Tl 5 lil 5/2-16/10}: claimed it was blocked after taking lega 1 advice on a different biog
282
Maddison {Tl24/105/2-23}: claimed that the blog was anonymously written C.f contemporaneous e-mails
3.2.14 {JWS00002233/5} 04.09.14 {TM010007353} 01.04.15 {TM000845965}
283
Black {Tl5lil5/2-16/10}
284
{TM000888711/5-6 §4.2}
285
Daffarn {Tl 18/211/1}
286
{TM000845421/l}Johnson {T128/22/21} Black {T151/105i13}
278
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because of political animus towards one ofits campaigners. 287 Rydon was positively turned
against the "rebel residents", with Daffam and Collins being framed as such. 288 The TMOGAG conflict was not a disagreement between equals; the power structures and practices
absolutely meant it was not. Those in authority at the TMO and RBKC ought to have taken
responsibility to stop the discrimination; and to train and lead on the risk of bias. 289 Instead
they allowed a governing discourse to prevail in which the dissenting residents were
'othered' as deviant.
4.12. SHOOTING THE MESSENGER: Although not exclusively, Maddison led the way in framing
resident dissent over the refurbishment in negative and reductionist terms, rather than
seeing it as a bellwether for deeper problems with the works. 290 When GAG blogged in
March 2015 about residents' experiences of "threatening and intimidatmy tactics to scare
residents into a!lowing them access into [their] homes", Maddison sought to categorise the

claims as "misleading" and "libellous" without carrying out any proper investigation. 291
In the latter part of her evidence Williams began to accept that Daffarn's interventions
could be "on the money" and "picking things up at an early stage" .292 Yet the TMO and
RBKC largely shot down the messenger at the time as 'disruptive'. 293 Residents disagree. 294
Emma Collins gave powerful testimony that she was never asked what her preferred form
of consultation was and that Daffarn did more than the TMO to seek her views. 295 This was
a community activist well connected to people across the Lancaster West Estate, who
could, and did, undoubtedly garner the views of numerous residents and articulate them to
the authorities. 296 As David Collins said, the TMO sought to blame Daffam because they

287

{TM000846102/} Collins {Tl 16/114/20 - 115/12} {Tl 16/125/20} {Tl 16/165/15-16}, O'Connor
{Tl 17/115/12} {RYD00042485}
288
Lmwence {T25/81/11-18} {TM000850445/3} Lawrence {T25/79/20} {T25/92/2-10} {TM010009847}
289
Cf Williams {122/109/109} (no TMO training or policy on the issue)
290
Williams{Tl21/45/10} {Tl21/74/25} {Tl2 l/79/10} {Tl2 l/23/7} {Tl21/54/19} {TM010007353}
{TM010011591/2 §3} {TM000845988}
291
{TM000845967/2}{TM000845965/1} Maddison {T124/33/17 - 38/5}. See also video footage of other
residents complaining of this mistreatment at the meeting on 17 July 2015: Meron Mekkonen {MET00078076
25m30s} Marcia Gomes {MET00078076 29m 10s}
292
Williams {Tl22/102/7-8}
293
Williams {Tl21/38/20} Rumble {T120/76/1} {Tl20/107/18} Maddison {Tl24/21/2-22/15}
294
Kasote {Tll 7/26/14-21} Daffarn {TI 18/200/19-/202/6} Collins {116/129/25-130111}
295
O'Connor {Tll7il 16/13-/117/8}
296
Daffam {Tl18/124/4} Williams {Tl22/102/16 - 104/6}. See also Khalloud {Tll7/76/24} Thompson
{Tl34/81/17-82/16} Beadle {IWS00001872/8 §33-34} Rasoul {IWS00001768/13 §58} Dagnachew
{IWS00000845il 5 §78} Griffin {IWSOOOO 1573/5 §32} Fletcher {IWS000009 l 3/17 §95} Gashaw
{IWSOOOOI 738/14 §17}
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couldn't do their own job. 297 They have continued to do so in this Inquiry despite all their
failings.
[C.] POLITICAL DEFEAT OF RESIDENTS
DEFEAT OF THE COMPACT CAMPAIGN

4.13. CONTEXT: Throughout 2015 residents came together to form the Grenfell Compact
which, only after the intervention of the local Member of Parliament, was able to secure
some formal measure of collective representation, albeit far short of the arrangements
afforded by the MMA. The Compact Campaign culminated in the Petition to the HPSC
calling for urgent independent investigation of the GTRP in November 2016 signed by
60 residents. 298
4.14.COMPUCITY BETWEEN TMO AND RBKC: Joint Meeting Minutes of December 2015
documented the views of the landlord and the manager that the Petition reflected the

"negative influence" of Edward Daffarn and Judith Blakeman and posed an existential
threat to the RBKC-TMO borough wide constrnct. 299 They did not - or would not countenance the initiative as the expression of popular building-wide dissent and shared
insecurity about the quality of the works that it was. 300 The TMO Executive immediately
lobbied for an 'internal review' as a means of blocking any form of independent
oversight. 301 Rather than being "neutral", Laura Johnson was "clearly" against an
independent review. 302 Black's understanding was that the RBKC powers that be were
from a political perspective set to "manage" resident opposition. 303 At the top this
occurred through an email exchange between Quentin Marshall and Rock FeildingMellen, where the Chairman assured the Cabinet Member that a majority of HPSC
members could be "pre-briefed to understand how to play it", which Feilding-Mellen
took to mean to, "pre-brief the scrutiny committee members" about Laura Johnson's
concerns over limited resources and manpower in terms of doing the full range of
interviews, et cetera, that was asked for in the petition. 304
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Collins {Tll6/129/20}
{RBKOOOOOll0/1-9}
299
{TM010011591/2 §3}
300
Blakeman {Tl35/127/22} Collins {Tll6il77/11}
301
Meeting 4.1.16 {TM000879713/5 §9.11} Black {Tl51/126/23-127/19}
302
Johnson {Tl30/75/21-76/2} Cf {TM00087971 l/3} Black {Tl51/109i17-25}{RBK00030744}
{Tl 30/85/10-/91/12}
303
Black {Tl5lil 13/1-16}
304
{TM000879711} Feilding-Mellen {Tl32/72/13} {Tl32/74/21} Marshall {Tl33/152/24}
298
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4.15. HPSC: The Scrutiny Committee was not a stable constitutional safeguard of residents'
rights: lacking both the skills and principles that effective scrutiny would entail. 305 Its
oversight was only as adequate as the majority party would allow it to be. 306 Its tendency
was to rely on the reports of the officers' whose performance it was purporting to
scrutinise, without the underlying data, and in deference to the judgments expressed. 307
Although Marshall abjured overload of the Committee due to lack ofresources there was
never a move to resource it better. 308 On fire safety, the HPSC oversight function was
never sufficient. 309 It accepted TMO reassurances over the power surges in May 2013
without being shown the RGE report into the surges that disclosed a considerable fire
risk. 310 The post-Lakanal House fire LFB guidance notes issued in 2014 were neither read
by nor disseminated to HPSC members. 311 Despite the LFEPA EN in December 2015
regarding Adair Tower, Marshall thought there were "no red flags" on fire safety. 312 In
January 2016 Laura Johnson directed Black that she wanted to pre-empt GAG's criticism
- what she tenned "muck raking" - in relation to the Adair Tower post-fire Enforcement
Notice. 313 Black had already failed to disclose the pre-fire Adair Deficiency Notice to the
HPSC in November 2015 314 and in the context of Johnson's direction he again elected to
withhold the Deficiency Notice from the HPSC in January 2016. 315
4.16.IMPARTIAL AND INADEQUATE HEARING: The communications before the HSPC meeting
on 6 January 2016 meant that the event was effectively stage managed. Laura Johnson
delivered a summary in response to the petition that in keeping with the TMO
Communications Strategy played up the "ve1y large budget''. 316 Her report claimed that

"the 'L\10 had worked closely with Rydon and the residents of Grenfell Tower" and
glossed over the lack of resident consultation in relation to HIU location; and even in her
evidence to the Inquiry she did not treat lack of consultation in general as a "serious

concern ". 317 No member of the HPSC considered, or was asked to consider, whether the
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Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/91/14} {Tl31/85/15} {Tl34/149/17-152/5}
Blakeman {Tl34/141/15}
307
Blakeman {Tl 34/48/5 }{TI 34/145il 2 }{Tl 341149/20} Coleridge {RBK00064251 /26 §77}
308
Marshall {RBK00033744/3 §11} Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/103/13-2l}{Tl32/67/4-/69/7}
309
Feilding-Mellen {Tl31/97/8-16} Marshall {Tl33/130/14-/131/7}
310
Paget-Brown {Tl33/35/6} {Tl33/83/2-84/4}
311
Marshall {Tl33/128/2} {Tl33/13li16} Mackover {T134/13/1-4} Blakeman {T134/153/25 - i157/2}
312
Marshall {Tl33/144/23}
313
Johnson {Tl30/92/1 l} {re. TM000852704/1}
314
{RBK00048049/6} Black {T150/149/25-151/14}
315
{RBK00052267/l l} (referring only to the post fire Enforcement Notice) Marshall {Tl 33/136/22-137/15}
316
{RBK00032130/2 §A4} Johnson {Tl30/93i12-104/1 }{RBK00000860/7}
317
{RBK00032130/2} Johnson {Tl30/96/2-/97il 7}
306
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TMO had complied with its obligations under Sch. 3 MMA. 318 Black could not explain
such an oversight when consultation-rights was a feature of the complaint.

319

Daffarn

was cut short in his presentation of the residents' case. Johnson and Black treated the
event as a vindicatory moment. 320
4.17. BIAS OF THE CHAIR: Marshall's attitude was expressed in a private email to Victoria
Barwick, written on 3 March 2016 even before the TMO internal review had been
completed. He euphemistically minimised this as only his "initial conclusion" but it is
clear he had already formed a view that: a large sum of money had been spent, residents'
complaints were "wild", "unsubstantiated" and "grossly exaggerated" and so he was

"not massively sympathetic". 321 His emphatic rejection of any further working group was
further evidenced by his email of 3 May 2016, again sent before the TMO Board had
reported its conclusion. 322 Before sending those emails he had visited Grenfell Tower on
13 January 2016 with Councillor Mackover but they had refused to meet any Compact
members to hear from them directly, purporting to rely on Daffarn's speech alone despite
knowing he had cut him off before he had finished. 323
4.18. IMPARTIAL REVIEW: The TMO's internal review was cursory and ineffective; the review
members' only source of information was provided by the executive team they were
supposed to be reviewing. Maddison omitted important documents from the briefing
papers. The review did not know of the repeat refusal of the TMO to meet with residents
as a group between at least March 2015 and July 2015 and the refusal to recognise them
as a Compact despite repeated requests. 324 Neither did it consider the matrix of resident
complaints raised during the works, which showed complaints of harassment and threats
made by Rydon employees as well as concerns about the new floor numbering. 325 Altered
floor numbering had been repeatedly challenged during the works. 326 Disclosure of the
matrix ("useful" as Maddison had to concede) would have rendered it impossible for the
review to conclude as it did that just seven complaints were lodged during the works as

318

Johnson {Tl 3017614} Daffam {Tl 18/229/11}
Black {151/142/12-/148/21} Daffarn {IWS00002204/2} Petition {RBKOOOOOll0/1}
320
Daffarn {IWS00002109/71 § 187}
321
Marshall {Tl33/167/14-/170/25}
322
Marshall {Tl33/176/13-/178/1}
323
Mackover {RBK00029923/22 §83-84} at least noted that the positive feedback from residents they did meet
was "unsurprising given that the TMO had chosen the flats we visited"
324
Maddison {Tl24/64/7 - 70/17}
325
{MET00045762} Collins{Tll6/147/19-149/7}
326
Blakeman {Tl35/100/21-/101/3} Collins {Tl 16/149/8} Blakeman {TM010010093/3}: see Phase I Report,
Vol. IV p.279 §33.27
319
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the TMO Executive had falsely claimed. 327 Maddison also failed to include in the review
papers the 2 October 2015 email from Blakeman communicating the Grenfell Compact
request for an independent assessment of fire safety arrangements in the tower linked to
concerns about floor numbering. 328 The Maddison chaperoned visit of the TMO Board
review team to Grenfell Tower in March 2016 was choreographed by the TMO and
neither then, nor ever, did the review members meet with Compact members, or any
residents. 329
4.19. OUTCOME: Upon receipt of its cursory six page report, Laura Johnson was satisfied with
the TMO internal Board review and did not question the origin of the information the
board considered or whether any residents had any input into the scope or information
provided to the group. 330 Her failure to ask these basic questions demonstrates her
contentment with the whitewash which she surely anticipated. The RBKC officers'
subsequent report to the HPSC was very similar, in many places verbatim, to the TMO's
report itself; there was no attempt to scrutinise its outcome. 331 Likewise the full TMO
Board did nothing to question the product. Blakeman was not permitted to speak in
relation to the item and was later reprimanded by Paula France and Sacha J evans for
putting her concerns about it in writing with no explanation for their objection 332 . Black
and Marshall prevented Blakeman from participating in the HPSC meeting of 11 May
2016 where the report was discussed. Residents were also barred as it was a closed
session. 333 Contrary to the independent investigation residents had sought, the outcome
of residents' struggle culminated in the TMO "marking their own homework, giving Peter
Maddison top marks for doing an ama::ing project management job ". 334
BLAMING THE VICTIM ON DOORS

4.20. COMPLAINTS: Residents laboured under the problem of only being able to complain on fire
safety matters they could see. The TMO's systemic failure to ensure functioning selfclosing mechanisms on residents' front doors was multifaceted and included that numerous
327

Maddison {Tl24/70/18-71/17}
{TM010010093} Blakeman {Tl35/102/2}
329
Maddison {T 124/73/2-175/13}
330
Johnson {Tl30/106/25-107/14}
331
Johnson {Tl30/110/19-/111/1}
332
Blakeman {Tl35/143/16}
333
Blakeman {Tl35/145/23-/146/6}
334
Daffarn {Tl 18/232/18}. It did not strike Black as alarming that in the same month as the Grenfell Compact
petition, the TMO had also received a petition from 60 residents of Verity Close calling for an investigation into
"the management culture at the TA10 to identify and remedy endemic negligence, incompetence and other
malpractice": {RBKOOOOOl 13} Black {TI 51/116/14-117/3} {Tl5 l/121/4-/l 26/2}
328
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residents' complaints were not effectively addressed. 335 Kasote's front door did not shut as
a result of a defective perko, and neither did Edward Daffarn's 336 or the door to Flat 136.
Kasote reported the defect but it was not fixed and incorrectly recorded as a problem with
the lock. 337 Daffam's complaint about Flat 136 in August 2015 338 was summarily dismissed
without proper investigation 339 and the door closer was not replaced, despite engaging all
three stages of the TMO's complaints system. 340 The TMO's failure in relation to Flat 136

culminated in the door not self-closing on the night of the fire and numerous fatalities.
4.21. LACK OF SYSTEM: The TMO should have understood these matters to be integral to fire
safety. Instead, as regards Flat 136, Peter Maddison took the word of Rydon that the door
was never defective, rather than investigating the potential underlying health and safety
risk. Others at the TMO also sided against residents in seeking to justify, and deflect from,
their own failures. Webb, Wray and Matthews 341 alleged residents would not grant access
to check their door closers. But residents had not been properly informed of the importance
of self-closing devices, 342 no system had ever been implemented to secure access, 343 no
effort was made to explore how the tenancy agreements could be interpreted or amended
to oblige access, 344 and Stokes had never raised resident refusals as a problem relying on

"pot luck" as to who was in at any given time. 345 None of the TMO's purported
justifications is a defence to the lack of any system for maintaining and inspecting selfclosing devices. As Black had to accept in evidence, it was not impossible to have a
system. 346 Instead they have roundly blamed the victim.
IGNORING 'PLAYING WITH FIRE'

4.22. DENIAL: The biog by GAG in November 2016 sensibly questioned the adequacy of 'stay
put' following the Shepherd's Court fire: sensible, in the sense, that stay put should have
335

Wahabi{Tl34/87/9} Yilma {Tl34/88/7}Macit {Tl34/89/10}El Guenuni{Tl34/93/4} Khalloud
{Tll 7/64/15}
336
Daffarn {IWS00000169/l5 §49}
337
Kasote {Tl 17/14/20-/18/16}, Daffarn {Tl 18/155/4-/21} (a different recorded fault may have been about his
door closer, but he could not recall)
338
Daffarn {Tl 18/165/7}
339
Maddison {Tl24/166/l9 -168/4}
340
Jevans {Tl27/1 l/5-il3}
341
Webb {Tl52/87/l5} Burton {Tl45/l01/24} Matthews {Tl48/65/20} {Tl48/88/15} {Tl48/70/18}
342
Matthews {Tl48/143/6} Khalloud {TI 17/65/22} O'Connor {Tl 17/119/6-12} Daffam {TI 18/157/3} Cf
single web-page reference that no one saw {TM000899658/2 & /3 & /8 & /13} Chapman {TI 16/18/10-15}
Collins {Tll6/104/13} Kasote {Tll7/8/3} Khalloud {Tll7/57/22} O'Connor {Tll7/107/3}
343
Wray {Tl40/241/3}
344
Matthews {Tl48/66/7}; {TI48/143/14}
345
Wray {Tl43/97/9}Stokes {Tl38/84/8}
346
Black {Tl50/183/8}
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been the subject of pressing questioning at that time at all levels of central and local
government and amongst all management and expert stakeholders. In any responsible and
accountable tenant management culture, the blog had to be dealt with seriously and
responsibly. 347 Wray's stance was that emergency advice was adequately communicated
by its coverage in Link magazine and occasional circulars, only to accept that even then it
was remiss for failing to emphasise the fundamental role of self-closing doors. 348 In any
event residents confirmed that those methods were inadequate. 349 Wray further sought to
rely on the Tenants' Handbook, 350 but was unable to refute Janice Jones' evidence that the
TMO ran out of its stockpile of tenancy handbooks almost a decade before the fire in
2008/09, 351 and that residents never received an updated handbook thereafter. 352 Neither
Wray, nor anybody else at the TMO, undertook a review of whether the content or
circulation of any of those methods were adequate. 353 Black now accepts that the TMO's
communication with residents around fire safety issues was inadequate. 354
4.23. FIRE SAFETY LETTERS AND NOTICES: The TMO's only countenance to 'Playing with Fire'
was to install Fire Notices around Grenfell and embark on a plan to do so in other buildings,
but they have never acknowledged how trifling that concession was in the context of their
wider failings. As an organisation the TMO only provided fire safety advice on emergency
procedures to Grenfell residents in reactive newsletter paragraphs on two occasions: July
2014 and May 2016. 355 David Noble did not think it strange that there was such a low
number of requests for translations of the fire safety advice despite being aware there were
a number of TMO residents who may not have had English as a first language. 356 Despite
347

Lane {BLARP20000028/156 §11.8.4-5}
Wray {Tl 4317/18-9/4} {Tl 43/108/25-109/13} {TM00084 7305/19 §64}
349
Cf Residents could not recall receiving the Link magazine and/or were unaware it contained fire safety
information: Chapman {Tll6/10/13, Tll6/11/7-12} Collins {Tll6/101/24} Kasote {Tll7/11/16-12/2} Jones
{Tl 17/150/2} Rasoul {Tl34/54/7-14} Abdu {Tl34/58/3-7} Ross {Tl34/59/25-60/5} Khalloud {Tl 17/56/8-57 /13}.
In any event, the Link magazine contained borough-wide information, rather than being Grenfell Tower-specific:
Williams {Tl21/18/22}
350
Wray {Tl 43/8/24-9/4}
351
Wray {Tl45/45/12-25} Jones {TM000900052/5 §45}
352
Lewis {TM000899762/4 §14} Wray {Tl45/47/7-9} {Tl45/48/15-49/13} {Tl45/51/18 - 53/13}Ahmed
{Tl 19/16/5-l 7il} Khalloud {Tl 17/54/25-55/5} O'Connor {Tl 171101/22-25} {Tll 7/105/22 -106/7}
353
Wray {Tl42/177/20}
354
Black {Tl49il 12/11-13}
355
It was only done on the first occasion because Edward Daffam raised the lack of any advice as an issue with
Ben Dewis of the LFB who in tum raised it with the TMO in July 2014. Williams {Tl21/14/23-15/3}; Daffarn
emails to Dewis 4.7.14 {JWS00002126/2} and 14.7.14 {IWS00002126/1}. The second TMO newsletter
containing emergency procedure advice was only distributed to residents following a prompt from the LFB
{TM000860222} Wray {Tl21/16/13}. With so few newsletters sent on the issue, resident could not recall their
receipt: Collins {Tll6/102/6-10} Kasote {Tll7/12/17} Khalloud {Tl17/58il6-20} Abdu {Tl34/58/8-14}
Corinne Jones {TI 17/137 /20-24}
356
Noble {Tl 19/108/7}
348
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the issue having been a problem since the Salvus report of 2009, 357 most residents
confirmed the Fire Action Notices were only installed at Grenfell in Autumn/Winter 2016,
following the completion of the refurbishment. 358 This was likely shortly after 'Playing

with Fire' in November 20 l 6; 359 Wray confinned that the GAG blog and a November 2016
LFB Deficiency Notice were the reasons why Fire Action Notices at Grenfell were
prioritised. 360
4.24. MISLEADING COUNCILLOR BLAKEMAN: In the aftermath of 'Playing with Fire' Wray
claimed to Councillor Blakeman (without detail) that there was a "difference of opinion"
amongst LFB officers as to the efficacy of Fire Action Notices, when she in fact knew that
the TMO had received a DN for Grenfell Tower on the very subject just one week before. 361
As Blakeman confirmed, to disclose the DN would have supported her argument - based
on residents' complaints - that there were fire safety problems at Grenfell. 362 Wray also
gave the impression to Blakeman that following an audit of Adair Tower the LFB had not
identified any issues with the building when in fact an LFB DN had been served, detailing
the risk of an estate wide problem on doors. 363 That issue too was confirmed by the recent
content of the DN on Grenfell Tower. Finally, Wray conveyed a further false sense of
security by claiming that there had been "extensive discussions" with the LFB, a Fire
Consultant and Senior Consultants from specialist fire engineering companies (by which
she meant Exova) in relation to the refurbishment and that at no point had the need to
change the stay put strategy been raised. It was quite wrong for her to rely on a report that
she had not read, that was incomplete, and summarised to her by Williams who did not
have the expertise to understand the issues. 364 Black accepted that Wray's response to

357

{SAL00000013/10 §7.2 & /17 §7.2} Wray {Tl42/205/15}
Corinne Jones {Tl 17/155/16} {IWS00000033/3 §10} O'Connor {Tl 17/103/7-18} Abdu {IWS00001956/6
§§26-27} {Tl34/57/10} Rasoul {IWSOOOOl 768/4 §15} {Tl34/54/15}. Shah Ahmed was of the view this
occurred later in March 2017 {IWS00001335/56 §164} Cf Kasote{Tl 17/6/7} (recalled seeing the notices prior
to the refurbishment, but could not reca 11 when) Zoe Dainton {T 134/62/6}
359
Daffarn {Tl 18/150/17}
360
Wray {Tl43/24il}
361
Wray {Tl43/16/15 -24/6} (something she disingenuously passed off as an "oversighr" when it was clearly
de liberate)
362
Blakeman {Tl35/33/7}
363
Wray {Tl43/25/7-27/21}
364
This was based on vague recollections of conversations with Williams whom she knew had no fire safety
expertise or experience (Wray {Tl43/29/7 - 30/24}) and without studying the detail of the Exova Version 3, sent
to her in May 2016, which she accepted left open the question of compliance with B4 which she knows was
relevant to stay put ( {T 143/129/9 - 131 /19})
358
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Blakeman was "thoroughly disingenuous".

365

Even if he truthfully denied seeing it before

it was sent, the CEO was clearly wrong to do nothing to correct it once he knew about it. 366
4.25. CASSANDRA 's CURSE: The blog was the point when the TMO ought to have acknowledged
their residents' exposure to harm. Instead they decided to "do nothing'' at Black's request
save for installing Fire Action Notices. Black claims he could not recall instructing his team
to do nothing but accepted he probably did. 367 The TMO were well aware of the lack of
any effective system for maintenance of self-closing devices in TMO properties. They also
ought to have been aware of the number of disabled and vulnerable residents in TMO
properties and the lack of any system for ensuring PEEPs to protect them in the event of a
fire. Finally, by late 2016 Wray and others knew that spandrel panels had contributed to
the spread of fire at Shepherd's Court. 368 Nevertheless, Wray's energy was invested in
challenging the blog, not investigating or acting upon its query of the stay put strategy. 369
Black ought to have focussed on the objective gravity of the risk it foretold and set aside
his subjective view of the tone and language. In Greek and Roman myth the fate of
Cassandra was the curse of Apollo that she should never be believed after she failed to
yield to his power. In modem health and safety practice, the prediction of the Cassandra
figure would have provided the TMO - and Grenfell Tower's residents - with the lifesaving
protection they needed, ifthe mangers had only stopped cursing him.
PART V: CONCLUSION

5 .1. Edward Daffam completed his evidence to the Inquiry by pressing the relationship
between the ill-treatment of residents and causation: "They didn't treat us with respect or
humanity or empathy, and if they had done, we wouldn't be sitting here now ... The culture
of the KCTMO, the lack of scrutiny by RBKC, is believed···· I believe, and I believe many
residents believe - a causative factor of what happened on the night of the fire and what
led to the fire and !just ask you that you bear that in mind". 370

5 .2. The constituent parts of that statement are important. First: the reference to lack of re~pect,
humanity or empathy are all complaints of a violation of human dignity. Throughout the

evidence there were assumptions not only of residents being difficult, but that they had

365

Black {Tl5lil9/10}
The email was copied to Black as well as Matthews {TM010045908}
367
Black {Tl5lil4/20}
368
Wray {Tl43/9/17-10/8}
369
{TM010045908}
370
Daffarn {T 118/242/20 - 243/3}
366
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nothing worthy to add, would not understand the technical issues, and could not be trusted
in their judgement. They certainly were not regarded as clients, collaborators and coauthors in their destiny, all of which are central to a modem notion of human dignity.
Difference - including that different categories of residents would find it difficult to
complain, or in emergency, difficult to escape - was damningly given no real account.
5.3. Second: that violation of human dignity was borne out of the culture of the TMO and the

lack of scrutiny by the Council. That overall governing construct involved an elitist
mentality that did not regard the governed as its equals. But the mentality was also corrupt
because it play-acted as resident democracy, when it was no more than devolved
management. It manifested flagrant errors of public law and breach of the basic standards
of decent administration in its denial of fairness, transparency and impartiality. And over
lunches, emails, meetings - and after a time without even needing to say it - it became the
norm to be dismissive of resident critique of the very wrongs it is now unable to defend.
Those witnesses who accused the GAG blog of undignified language remain in denial that
caustic words were used by those who were trying to get up from under this particular
yoke of power. From the advantage of their position they undoubtedly regarded the dissent
as ingratitude and the opposition illegitimate.
5.4. Third: disrespect for human dignity contributed to the cause of this disaster. RBKC and
the TMO held a range of biases and prejudices that underpinned their exclusion of
meaningful resident influence over construction and fire safety management (including
sufficient access to information concerning risk). This meant that residents were unable to
fully call the landlord, manager or contractors to account who in tum (prior to the fire)
were able to act with impunity. The list of causative instances when fire safety compliance
was strategically viewed as a means of avoiding criticism rather than an end in itself,
include the door inspection programme, fictional concern for disabled residents in the
FRAs, hiding outstanding remedial actions and failing to publicise enforcement notices. A
form of government that was truly concerned about life, dignity and security would not
have acted this way.
5.5. The Inquiry decided at its outset not to investigate broader social housing policy. Instead
it has analysed the fatal demise of one particular predominantly socially housed
community, in a single building, under the authority of a particular local council. However
an explanatory narrative of the Grenfell Tower fire inescapably leads to the telling of
matters that must have a further societal reach. Whether they are able to admit it or not,
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the reason why RBKC-TMO government and management acted as they did is that they
were joined in seeing this refurbishment as an act of municipal generosity: a gift. They
expected gratitude and acceptance of the hierarchy between the donor and recipients. Their
stance rested on a recognition that public housing was no longer to be seen as an
unqualified social good in a welfare state, but the residual and marginalised service for
those regarded as weak, of questionable migration status and economically inactive. The
makers of the gift were genuinely affronted that (in their eyes) this was treated with
ingratitude instead of renewed social bonding. The residents - on the receiving end of this
approach - were denied a proper voice or agency as equals in their fate. The cost - of
causal consequence to the fire - is that the makers of the gift were unwilling and unable to
come to terms with its inadequate and potentially dangerous qualities.
5.6. The BSR will want an opportunity to address the Inquiry on recommendations separately.
Some matters are now clear. Social housing and discrete fire safety management
(delegated or otherwise) obviously requires greater and improved independent, adequate
and effective oversight, regulation, accreditation, inspection, equality impact assessment,
complaint adjudication and enforcement. Residents must be empowered to become the
participants, and not just the subjects in their own safety and design. However, whatever
consensus now exists to foster more meaningful resident rights protection, it will flounder
without a charter that enshrines those rights, clarifies duties, delineates who is responsible,
mandates transparency, candour and cooperation - that include the duty to place cards face
up in a dispute - and enables remedy.
5.7. There is an emerging doctrine in urbanism and local government known as the 'Human
Rights City'. 371 London, at least in the context under investigation, was not that but it could
be. The Inquiry's map towards its final recommendations should be guided by
acknowledging that the TMO and RBKC were Playing with Fire before the disaster, not
just because of their gross failures to manage fire safety, but because they lacked a human
rights perspective to civilise their power. With recklessness and neglect they led a line of
architects, builders, corporate interests, and other professionals who, like them, failed to
acknowledge that the individual human being should have been the ultimate focus and
371

For an outline of this concept, see https://humanrightscities.net/what-we-do/. A broader conceptual framework
is provided by the UN's 2003 Common Understanding of the Human Rights Based Approach, at
https://unsdg.un.org/sites/default/files/6959The Human Rights Based Approach to Development Cooperation Towards a Common Understanding a
mong UN.pdf)
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absolutely central to all that they do. There must be a deeper appreciation and enforcement
of that truth. It has to be at the heart of the cultural change that normalises the commitment
to the terrible events at Grenfell Tower never happening again.

DANNY FRIEDMAN QC
BHATT MURPHY
12 October 2021
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